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Drop wall interaction and vaporization are two important processes observed during fuel spray
in combustion systems and spray cooling application. In combustors such as gas turbines and
internal combustion engines, multicomponent fuel is injected at the start of the combustion phase
when the in-cylinder pressure and temperature is high. Generally, the operating pressure and
chamber wall temperature in practical combustion systems are in the range of 10–150 bar, 25–350
◦C. The change in pressure and wall temperature is dynamic and depends on the combustion
cycles. During the fuel injection event , a spray travels towards the piston crown, and during the
penetration process, the spray disintegrates into primary and secondary droplets. The secondary
droplet vaporizes while penetrating through a hot gaseous environment. The velocity of the droplet
varies in different ranges and is determined by the fuel injection pressure, aerodynamics resistance,
and charge flow conditions. As multicomponent fuel are used, vaporization of secondary droplets
may be controlled by the composition of the fuel. A multicomponent fuel is composed of different
hydrocarbon distillates having various molecular weights. The difference in saturation temperature
and molecular weight can induce thermal and mass diffusion processes which can significantly
influence the vaporization rates of a secondary droplet.
In this dissertation, an experimental investigation on the vaporization of multicomponent and
bicomponent fuel drop is carried out. In the experiment, the air stream temperature range is 100–
500 ◦C and the ambient pressure is 1 bar. The study is carried out in the convective environment
and is different from prior studies in which mostly drop vaporization was studied in a quiescent
environment. For this investigation, an experimental setup is designed and a new cross fiber
system is developed to suspend a single isolated droplet at the intersection of two quartz fibers
of 20 µm diameter each. This drop suspension system is developed to ensure a spherical shape
throughout the vaporization process of the droplet. Images of the vaporizing droplet were captured
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and processed to report and compare steady-state vaporization rates of n-heptane, n-dodecane,
their binary mixtures, and multicomponent fuels gasoline and diesel in a convective environment.
N-heptane represents highly volatile lighter component and n-dodecane is a lower volatile heavier
component . The results establish stagewise preferential vaporization in bicomponent fuels with a
higher percentage of n-heptane, and a non- linear vaporization trend for gasoline and diesel. The
vaporization rates reported in this study cover a wide range of combustion stream temperature,
fuels, and can be used to develop better drop vaporization models.
During the spray impingement, drop wall interactions are observed when the secondary droplets
formed after the disintegration impacts the piston crown and the cylinder wall. In most of the
operating cycles, the walls are dry and hot due to variable heat flux from the in-cylinder charge. The
wall temperature varies as it cools during the intake stroke, and heats up after the combustion phase.
The impact sequences of a drop on these heated surfaces are classified as drop wall interactions
on a dry heated wall. As discussed before, after fuel injection the multicomponent fuel drop
vaporizes and eventually collide on a hot piston crown wall/cylinder liner surfaces in a velocity
range to produce specific sequences. These sequences are the outcome of complex processes in
which several parameters interplay. Some of the established parameters in the literature are fluid-
dynamic properties such as surface tension and viscosity, surface roughness, and thermo-physical
characteristics. For a nearly stationary droplet, literature classifies regimes based on heat transfer
as film evaporation, nucleate boiling, and film boiling. The inception and transition of these heat
transfer regimes may be significantly influenced by the wall temperature, droplet momentum, fuel
composition, and ambient pressure. In this dissertation, the influence of fuel volatility is examined
in a Weber number range of 27-700 at 1 bar pressure using single component fuels: n-heptane, n-
decane; their binary mixtures, and multicomponent fuels gasoline and diesel. Using a conventional
backlit experimental setup, images were captured using high-speed CMOS camera and processed
to report the effect of Weber number, fuel volatility on liquid film spread and disintegration, and
secondary droplet characteristics. Regime diagram mapping Weber number, drop impact sequences,
and fuel volatility are presented in the study. Another investigation is carried out to examine the
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effect of ambient pressure on the drop impact sequences, the inception of the film boiling regime,
and rebound motion of single, bicomponent, and multicomponent fuels. For this purpose, a new
experimental setup is designed to carry high-pressure drop wall interaction studies in the range of
1–30 bar and wall temperatures between 35–350 ◦C. The designed vessel has four optical windows to
access and record the impact sequences. The fuel is injected in the vessel at room temperature using
a syringe pump and cooling jacket assembly. Results of these investigations establish the significant
influence of fuel volatility, and ambient pressure on the transition of impact sequences, inception
of film boiling regime, and important parameters such as liquid film contact time, maximum liquid
film spread, and droplet rebounding velocity. The high-pressure study is a novel study and the
results can be used for the development of future spray impingement models.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this dissertation is to build a strong understanding of the vaporization, and
wall interaction phenomena at a droplet scale. First, a comprehensive background identifies the
key knowledge gaps related to experiments in the subject of drop vaporization and drop wall
interactions. The second chapter discusses the test setup and results on multicomponent drop
vaporization in a convective environment. The third chapter explains the experimental setup and
observations on multicomponent fuel drop breakup study at atmospheric pressure. Chapter Four
and Five present a novel experimental study on high-pressure drop-wall interaction. The concluding
chapter summarizes the contributions and identifies further areas of interest for study.
1.1 Motivation
Increased fuel economy and reduced exhaust emissions are the primary drivers in design of
modern day combustion systems. Today’s automotive manufacturer aims to achieve higher fuel
economy in light- and heavy-duty vehicles to meet stringent regulations, and also to increase the
customer base. These regulations target lower fuel consumption and hydrocarbon emissions at a
global scale. For example, US Tier III norms aim to double the fuel economy from 36.2 to 55.2
miles/gallon for passenger cars by 2025, and similar targets have been set by Euro 6 norms in
the European market [146]. For controlling hydrocarbon emissions from a light duty commercial
vehicle, US norms mandate near zero levels of non-methane hydrocarbons emission. To meet
regulatory and customer requirements, automotive designers use innovative approaches to achieve
higher fuel economy and lower engine exhaust emissions. Some of these strategies include: reducing
chassis weight, designing aerodynamic bodies, and improving combustion efficiency. Enhancing the
performance of the combustion can significantly reduce the brake specific fuel consumption and is
one of the most promising approaches. However, the combustion of the charge is a complex process
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controlled by phenomena such as fuel volatility, extent and duration of air–fuel mixing, speed, and
load conditions. The preparation time and duration of air–fuel mixing are the primary factors
influencing the quality of the air–fuel charge in direct injection engines. The mixture starts to form
as soon as the fuel spray is injected and during its penetration undergoes series of primary and
secondary disintegration processes to generate fuel drops of different sizes and velocities. Note that
modern direct injection systems (gasoline direct injection (GDI), and common rail diesel injection,
(CRDI)) systems operate at high fuel injection pressure atomizing the liquid fuel into micron size
spherical droplets. These drops vaporize as they penetrate through the dense gas, but ultimately
with variable velocities may impact the piston crown. During spray penetration, the drops also
impinge on other in-cylinder elements such as a smooth valve (port fuel injection system), spark
plug tip (stratified mode, GDI), and cylinder liner. Dynamic operating speed and load cycles result
in variable piston wall, and inlet valve temperatures. These wall temperatures vary in the range
of 150 - 350 ◦C for both gasoline and diesel engines [13, 86]. Therefore, before the ignition of the
air-fuel mixture, the fuel drops vaporize and eventually impinge on the hot wall in varying operating
conditions of temperature, pressure and kinetic velocities. The drop can impact at a normal or
oblique angle on a dry or wet surface. Here, wet surface indicate conditions, where a thin fuel or
oil film exist on the walls, especially when the engine operates under idle conditions.
Further complicating the spray and drop impingement process is the multicomponent nature of
the fuel. In the ground transportation and aviation sectors, practical combustors utilize gasoline,
diesel, and kerosene for their operation. These fuels consists of a wide range of hydrocarbons
with different boiling points and molecular weights. For example, light distillate volume fraction
(30%v/v) of a typical 91 AI gasoline mainly consists of 29%v/v alkanes, 15.7%v/v monocyclo-
alkanes, 0.8%v/v dicycloalkanes, 54.1%v/v alkyaromatics and .05%v/v indanes and tetralins [120].
Differences in boiling points and fluid properties of these hydrocarbons may significantly affect
the mass and thermal diffusion processes during the vaporization of a multi component fuel drop
[55, 56]. Although the fundamentals of drop vaporization are well-established, several outstanding
questions remain for realistic situations encountered in a combustion systems. The question of how
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does the volatility and mass differential influence the vaporization rates in a convective environment
has not been satisfactorily answered in the literature. Experimental studies in the literature on
multicomponent drop vaporization is limited. Few studies on binary fuel mixtures have been
performed with the objective of understanding either the influence of volatility differential or micro
explosions during the vaporization process. In binary fuel studies focused on the effect of volatility
difference, the range of stream temperature did not cover higher air stream temperatures. Most
studies were performed in the stream temperature range of 21-200 ◦C. Note that the temperature
of the charge in a cylinder is higher than 200 ◦C. The technique used in prior vaporization studies
usually suspended the droplet at the tip of a fiber. In this suspension method, the droplet acquires
an ellipsoidal shape, deviating significantly from a spherical shape. Not much refinement has
been done in developing and adopting a better droplet suspension method. A good suspension
technique should ensure spherical shape, and minimize heat transfer from the supporting fiber
throughout the vaporization process of a droplet. Further, the experimental studies mainly focused
on investigating the vaporization characteristics in a quiescent environment. The gas flow away from
the fuel injector nozzle is mainly convective. The convection flow rapidly alters the rapid heat and
mass transfer mechanisms between the droplet and the moving hot air stream. The relative motion
may induce internal circulations inside the droplet resulting in increase in the droplet vaporization
rate. Therefore, considering these uncertainties, a strong need is felt to investigate the vaporization
characteristics of a multicomponent fuel in a convective flow condition.
The fuel composition can also influence the atomization after a multicomponent fuel drop im-
pacts the hot wall. The heat flux from the hot wall results in the formation of a vapor layer between
the droplet surface and the hot wall. Simultaneous thermal and mass diffusion processes during
this hot wall-liquid interaction controls the development of vapor. The gradient within the droplet
formed due to difference in the volatility, and molecular weight of the constituent hydrocarbons of
a fuel primarily drives these diffusion processes. Therefore, for a multicomponent fuel, individual
hydrocarbons due to their different saturation temperature and mass can have a stronger effect
on the mechanisms governing the breakup of a drop and size of the resulting secondary droplets.
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Critically, the role of ambient pressure has not been examined in the context of drop-wall impinge-
ment. The expected variation in saturation temperature, particularly for multicomponent fuel will
result in significant variation in the impact behaviours. For spark-ignition and compression igni-
tion systems, ambient pressure can reach to ∼ 100 bar leading to a dramatic shift in the saturation
temperature. Further, different operating cycles result in a wide range of ambient pressures around
the droplets in a spray. With the varying ambient pressure, the conductive heat flux from the hot
wall to the droplet changes affecting the evolution rate of the vapor. Therefore, a strong possibility
of pressure affecting the vapor layer growth exists and should be examined.
The problem of drop impingement is complex because multiple physical parameters compete
to determine the final outcome. The quality of the air-fuel mixture formed before the combustion
significantly depends on the vaporization and drop impingement processes. At present few or
no studies exist to clearly delineate the mechanisms, parameters governing these events. This
dissertation examines the influence of multicomponent nature on vaporization and wall impingement
for single droplets. The subsequent section provides a brief overview of the existing knowledge on
drop vaporization, wall interaction studies, and non-dimensional numbers relevant to this study.
The final section of this chapter overviews the aims of this dissertation.
1.2 Literature Review
1.2.1 Fundamentals of combustion fuel sprays
Gasoline and diesel direct injection engine spray fuel at different injection pressures in the
hot gas environment. In a typical direct injection engine, the fuel is sprayed at the end of the
compression stroke. During the compression stroke, the air withdrawn in the cylinder during the
suction stroke is compressed to high pressures and temperatures. The operating condition at the
end of the compression stroke is important in deciding the duration and preparation time of the
air-fuel mixture before the event of the ignition. The structure of the fuel spray is designed to
achieve highest quality of air-fuel mixing and corresponding increase in combustion efficiency. A
typical cone-shaped fuel spray in a direct injection combustion system is shown in Figure 1.1. Here,
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two insets depict the fundamental phenomena of droplet vaporization and drop-wall impingement
which will be examined in detail.
Figure 1.1 Structure of a spray of direct injection engine
A spray is a multiphase turbulent gas-liquid jet with droplet collisions, vaporization, dispersion,
and heat & mass transfer exchanges between the surrounding gas and the drops. As shown in
1.1, after the injection, the rapid primary and secondary breakup of the liquid fuel jet results in
formation of droplets of varying size (typically between 10-100 µm) [48].The spray breakup has
been studied extensively, and the controlling parameters are liquid surface tension and forces due
to the relative motion of the jet and air leads to the breakup of the jet into droplet having average
diameters much smaller than the nozzle diameter. Liquid density, viscosity, injection pressure,
nozzle design are the main variable influencing the liquid jet breakup [48]. The spray diverges
away from its central axis as it moves away from the nozzle tip, and its velocity decreases due to
air entrainment. Atomized droplets vaporize and simultaneously travel towards the piston crown.
Due to variable aerodynamic drag forces, the droplets possess a wide range of velocities while
travelling towards the piston crown wall. The gas not only resists but also causes vaporization of
the fuel droplets. During the spray breakup, rapid convective and radiative heat transfer from the
surrounding air drives thermal and mass diffusion leading to liquid vaporization. For non-stationary
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drops convective heat transfer coefficient increases with velocity [48]. Droplet vaporization in
such convective environment makes an interesting case for investigating the coupled effect of fuel
volatility, thermal and mass diffusion, momentum, and liquid physical properties. At the end of
the penetration length, secondary droplets impact the piston wall with varying momentum, leading
to a range of drop-wall interactions.
1.2.2 Fundamental of droplet vaporization
In both premixed and non-premixed combustion systems, fuel drops undergo rapid vaporization
after the liquid jet breaks up. The vaporization of the drop involves simultaneous thermal and mass
diffusion processes controlled by the pressure, temperature, and flow conditions of the surrounding
hot gas. Convective and conductive heat transfer from the surrounding hot gas increases the
temperature of the droplet surface and its bulk. Initially, all the supplied heat is used to raise the
liquid temperature. As the temperature rises, liquid–gas phase change results in the formation of
vapor layer at the droplet surface. After the vapor film is formed, a portion of the supplied heat
continues to raise the surface temperature and the remaining part contribute towards the heat of
vaporization. At this point, the vapor layer also impedes the rate of mass transfer from the droplet.
Vapor formation is controlled by both thermal and mass diffusion processes depending on the
surrounding pressure, temperature, and composition of the fuel. At some stage of the phase change,
the droplet surface temperature attains a steady value called a wet bulb or steady state temperature.
At this temperature, equilibrium is established between the droplet surface and the surrounding hot
gas and all the input heat is used as heat of vaporization [56]. This quasi steady state temperature
is readily observed for single component fuels. However, for multicomponent fuels, a steady state
temperature may not be achieved as it contains different hydrocarbons with variable molecular
weights and saturation temperatures. During the vaporization of a multicomponent fuel drop, each
individual hydrocarbon vaporizes at different rates. Both heat and mass transfer processes control
the vaporization rates making the problem of multicomponent droplet vaporization an subject
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of investigation. Figure 1.2 shows a drop vaporizing in a hot gas surrounding, reproduced from
Pinheiro et al [85].
Figure 1.2 a) Vaporization of a droplet b) Inset showing the variation of temperature and
mass fraction of a vaporizing droplet, Reprinted with permission [85]
In Figure 1.2, T∞ is the hot stream temperature, Qin is the heat supplied to the droplet, Qd is
the part of heat used to raise the liquid temperature, Qsensible is sensible heat, Qlatent is the latent
heat, and Qair−vapor is the heat impeded by the vapor. The thermal and mass diffusion thicknesses
are given by: δT and δm, respectively. The liquid Vaporization is described by the D
2-law which
states that the droplet regresses as the square of the diameter. According to this law, an expression
is obtained for the regression rate of a droplet diameter on the basis that the rate at which the
droplet mass decreases is equal to the rate at which the liquid vaporizes. A general expression for







Here, D2,ρg,BY ,Dab,Cpg,ρl are the droplet diameter, air-vapor gas density, dimensionless transfer
number, diffusion coefficient, specific heat at constant pressure, and liquid density respectively






K is the vaporization rate, when the droplet achieves the saturation temperature and under-
goes a steady-state vaporization. Droplet lifetime is estimated on the basis of the steady state
vaporization rate, (K). Figure 1.3 shows an example of an experimental measurement of the drop
regression.
Figure 1.3 D2-Law: Regression of droplet diameter with time
The horizontal axis is normalized time with square of diameter and vertical axis is the droplet
diameter normalized with initial diameter squared. Two different processes of droplet vaporization,
an initial transient period, and the steady–state part, are readily observed in Figure 1.3. As
previously described, the transient portion corresponds to initial heating of the liquid drop. This is
followed by the steady D2 regression of the drop surface. For different liquids, the variation of D2
with time can be linear or non-linear depending on the different heat and mass diffusion processes
caused due to volatility and molecular weight differential.
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1.2.2.1 Experimental studies in droplet vaporization
Several experiments have been conducted to investigate vaporization characteristics of liquid
drops. Previous experimental studies focused on studying the isolated droplets into a quiescent
hot environment. In most studies, an isolated liquid droplet is suspended on a supporting solid
media and then introduced in a hot environment. The drop vaporizes and reduces in size due to
conductive heat transfer from the hot gas. The images of this regressing drop are captured and
processed either by in-house developed image processing routines or commercial software codes.
The processing typically includes either binarizing or detecting edges of the vaporising droplet to
finally report the variation of diameter with time. The slope of the curve portion where the droplet
vaporizes at a steady rate is reported as the vaporization rate of the liquid droplet. A convenient
choice of for the two endpoints characterizing the steady rate depends on the composition of the
fuel. For a single-component fuel, these points correspond to stages when the drop diameter reduces
to 0.5 and 0.1 times the initial diameter [43, 24].
For holding an isolated droplet on a solid media, the most common method adopted is sus-
pending the droplet at the tip of a quartz or silica fiber [80, 43, 134]. In some experiments, drops
were also suspended on the tip of a thermocouple [47, 40]. This method allowed measurement
of temperature of the droplet bulk during vaporization. Generally, an external pump is used to
pressurize the liquid fuel through a tube. A needle is connected at the other end of the tube, where
a drop is dispensed at the tip of the quartz fiber. Most researchers report difficulty holding the
droplet at the suspension point, therefore alternatives are used such as adding a bead at the tip of
the quartz fiber to hold the droplet throughout the vaporization process [79]. Another advantage
that quartz fibers offer is lower thermal conductivity (3-4 W/m-K) compared to a thermocouple
wire. The lower thermal conductivity results in minimal heat transfer to the interior of the drop
during vaporization. Note that the conductive heat transfer and effect on the vaporization rate is
dependent on the quartz diameter. Several studies have used quartz fibers with diameters greater
than 100 µm [80, 72]. In a recent study by Han et al., significant heat transfer to the droplet bulk
was reported when the quartz fiber diameter is greater than 100 µm [47]. Therefore, a strong need
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was felt to suspend the isolated drops on a smallest possible quartz fiber diameter. Chauvea C. et
al. also reported a lower value of vaporization rate for n-decane at 570 K using a quartz fiber of
diameter 800 µm. However, it is worth mentioning here that conducting experiments with quartz
fiber with diameters lower than 100 µm is challenging due to difficulty in handling brittle fibers
while conducting multiple experiments in a harsh hot gas environment. A good experiment design
is required to firmly secure the quartz fiber on the setup, and also suspend the droplet in a way
that spherical symmetry is maintained throughout the duration of the vaporization. Drops sus-
pended on the tip of a thermocouple or a fiber are generally not spherical as the shape is elongated
due to gravity [26]. Maintaining a spherical shape during the process of vaporization is important
as the fuel droplet before combustion in the real system is mostly spherical. Drop vaporization
models developed to numerically simulate the surface regression also work on the assumption of
spherical symmetry during vaporization. To address the problem of spherical symmetry, and lower
heat transfer from the fiber, Chauvea C et al. introduced a novel crossed fiber setup. [25]. This
allowed firm suspension of the drop using fiber diameters below 100 µm, and maintained spherical
drop symmetry throughout the vaporization process. In the dissertation, we have used a similar
cross fiber system on multicomponent droplet vaporization in a convective environment. A detailed
discussion about the design is presented in the chapter on multicomponent droplet vaporization
study.
Fuel vaporization studies have mainly focused on single-component hydrocarbon liquid. Ta-
ble 1.1 consolidates important experimental drop- vaporization experiments. It is evident from
the table that few experimental studies have been conducted on the topic of single, bicomponent
and multicomponent drop vaporization. Pure liquids which have been studied include alkanes and
alcohols such as n-heptane, n-decane, n-hexadecane, ethanol [80, 107, 23]. The focus of these ex-
periments was to characterize and understand the prevalent diffusion mechanisms in sub-critical
gravity and microgravity conditions. These investigations compared the temporal evolution rate of
liquids having significantly different volatility and molecular weights. Bicomponent studies investi-
gated the effect of volatility differential on the vaporization or event of microexplosion by carefully
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choosing the individual components based on saturation temperatures and weight [141, 43, 32, 127].
Ghassemi et al. reported a decrease in microexplosion with the increase of ambient pressure for
the binary mixtures of n-hexadecane and n-heptane (bp: 98.5 ◦C) [43]. Gokalp et al. studied
vaporization characteristics of binary mixtures of n-heptane and n-decane in the air stream tem-
perature range of 21-190 ◦C. They observed preferential vaporization and existence of stage-wise
vaporization [44]. However, this study did not cover those air stream temperatures which are rel-
evant to modern combustion systems. The maximum stream temperature (190 ◦C) tested in this
experiment is not sufficiently high to support the existence of preferential vaporization at higher
combustion temperatures. Further, a detailed survey on the type of drop suspension techniques
used in the previous experiment yields adoption of more traditional outlook. Most of the relevant
bicomponent investigations were carried out using the traditional method of suspending drop at the
fiber tip. The drop acquires an unsymmetrical shape during the process of vaporization producing
less confidence in using the experimental data in validating various modeling approaches. Note
that different vaporization models assume drop symmetry during the vaporization process in a
quasi steady environment. Assuming a quiescent environment in the numerical models is an ideal-
istic/simplistic case because sufficient experimental vaporization results in convective or turbulent
environment around a bicomponent or multicomponent drop does not exist in the literature. In
the past, most experimental studies were conducted in a quiescent environment. A similar trend
exist for investigations carried on multicomponent fuels. Some of the relevant studies include in-
vestigations on the vaporization characteristic of vegetable oils and bio-oils in varying pressure,
temperature and flow conditions [73, 72, 50, 31]. Increasing interest in adopting green fuels is one
of the prominent reason for carrying vaporization studies on biodiesel and bio-oil. However, funda-
mental questions such as controlling vaporization mechanisms, role of constituent hydrocarbons in
diffusion processes, and influence of air-flow conditions on the drop vaporization remained unsatis-
factorily answered. Therefore, experimental investigation is required on the multicomponent fuels,
especially on commercial gasoline and diesel, to provide reliable and ample evidences. Moreover,
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this data can be used to validate newly developed vaporization models simulating multicomponent
fuel vaporization.
In this dissertation, experimental results of commercial gasoline and diesel are compared in
the wide temperature range of 100–500 ◦C at 1 bar. The presented vaporization characteristic of
multicomponent fuel not only is an important contribution but also provides reliable experimental
results for the validation of the new or modified multicomponent droplet vaporization model.
Table 1.1 Table consolidating relevant experimental drop vaporization studies arranged in
a chronological order.[91, 44, 80, 32, 127, 73, 143, 72, 43, 40, 9, 47, 78, 142, 46, 25]
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1.2.2.2 Modeling studies in droplet vaporization
A number of models for drop vaporization exist, but and are still in the phase of development.
Most modeling studies have been developed to numerically simulate the vaporization process of an
isolated stationary single component fuel droplet in a quiescent or convective environment [55, 119,
111]. Abramzon and Sirignano investigated single component droplet vaporizing in a convective
environment and generalized a theory applicable to both stationary and moving droplet. [1]. The
theory proposed two film thicknesses: δM due to mass diffusion, and δT due to thermal diffusion,
which are depicted in 1.2. These two layers are shown in Figure 1.2. The expressions for δM and δT
are the functions of droplet radius, Nusselt number, and Sherwood number and are obtained on the
requirement that conduction or mass diffusion through the film is equal to heat or mass transfer









This model by Abramzon and Sirignano is a well established formulation, however one of the
main limitations of the theory approach is that the heat transfer rate to the droplet is not affected
by the liquid thermal conductivity. Sazhin et al. modified and proposed an alternate approach that
considers finite liquid thermal conductivity in the expression estimating conductive heat transfer
(qd) to the droplet [110]. In this approach, the droplet interior temperature is treated as the function
of the droplet radius and time. Internal circulation inside the droplet caused due to relative motion
between the surrounding air and the droplet surface were also considered in estimating the mass
rate of droplet vaporization. Therefore, at present two general approaches exist in the literature
to estimate the vaporization rate of a liquid droplet: 1. Theory by Abramzon et al. [1, 119] ,
and 2. Alternate theory by Sazhin et al. [110]. In this dissertation, we are using ’Film theory’
for the purpose of comparing experimental vaporization characterstics of single component fuel
in convective environment. Daif et al. examined the ’Film theory’ for bicomponent mixtures of
n-heptane and n-decane in a natural and forced convective environment. The results were reported
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in a lower stream temperature range of 17 - 127 ◦C and stream velocity of approximately 3.5 m/s.
Experimental results of binary mixtures agrees well with the modeling outcomes, however, the
validation holds true for stream temperature lower than 130 ◦C. Further, the study did not compare
the modeling results with the experimental outcomes of any multicomponent fuels. For validating
the alternate modeling approach, Sazhin et al. compared evolution of droplet temperature measured
experimentally using 2cLIF method of ethanol-acetone binary mixtures with the simulation results
of a simplified model for bicomponent mixtures [112]. The comparison showed good agreement but
was limited to an ambient air temperature of 21 ◦C and 38 ◦C. The experiment results were obtained
for a vaporizing droplet in a quiescent environment. Further, the choice of fuel for the mixture
was more conducive for obtaining high quality fluorescence signal in the experiments and less
representative of any multicomponent fuel. It is true that several modeling approaches have been
developed for bicomponent mixtures, but fewer experimental studies exist in the literature to make
a comprehensive validation and comparison. In this dissertation, a comparison of experimental
results for the binary mixtures of n-heptane and n-dodecane in the temperature range of 100 to
500 ◦C at 1 bar pressure is presented and explained in detail.
Further, vaporization characteristics of commercial multicomponent fuels, gasoline and diesel,
are compared. These characteristics are obtained based on experiments of gasoline/diesel droplets
suspended at the intersection of the cross-fiber system in a convective environment. Many model-
ing studies on multicomponent fuels such as biodiesel, gasoline, diesel have been published in the
literature [130, 150, 152, 34, 111]. All these studies proposed models where a multicomponent fuel
is represented by a fixed number of components. The number of selected components can vary
from six to forty depending upon the type of formulation and the availability of the properties of
the chosen components. These models are generally named as quasi-discrete, or multidimensional
quasi-discrete models [110]. The quasi-discrete model assumes only alkanes to represent a multi-
component fuel however, multidimensional quasi-discrete model assumes alkanes, tricycloealkanes,
diaromatics and phenanthrene [111]. At this point, it is difficult to clearly state that which model-
ing approach is much closer to the real vaporization characteristics of diesel. Additional validation
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experiments are necessary to confirm accuracy of the vaporization models. As pointed earlier, no
or scarce experimental vaporization data exists for gasoline or diesel in the literature. Most of the
spray models either use old experimental vaporization data available for n-heptane or bicomponent
mixture and that too obtained in a quiescent environment using basic image capturing techniques.
1.2.2.3 Limitations and proposals in droplet vaporization studies
This section summarizes the limitations and resulting proposals that came out from the discus-
sion on the droplet vaporization studies. At present, the number of modeling studies on droplet
vaporization exceed over the experimental studies. Fewer experiments on bicomponent and multi-
component fuels exist in the literature for the purpose of validating new numerical formulations.
Existing experimental data can validate modeling studies in a lower range of stream temperature,
and therefore more number of experiments in the range of higher stream temperature is required.
Few experiments have been conducted in a convective or turbulent environment. Note that these
flow conditions prevail in the realistic combustion systems. This motivated us to perform experi-
ments in convective flow conditions in the stream temperature range of 100–500 ◦C on bicomponent
mixtures of n-heptane, n-dodecane, and multicomponent fuels gasoline, and diesel. Single compo-
nent fuel n-heptane has seven carbon atoms and its carbon count is equivalent to the median
carbon count for gasoline, which consists of 4 to 12 carbons atoms. Similarly, n-dodecane very
well represents diesel. Another prime reason to choose n-heptane and n-dodecane as the test fuel
is their wide volatility and molecular weight differential. The boiling point and molecular weight
difference between n-heptane (98.5 ◦C) and n-dodecane (216.5 ◦C) are approximately 118 ◦C and
70.13 g/mol respectively. Regarding using a reliable and a better experimental technique in the
experiments, we propose to use a novel cross-fiber quartz fiber. This suspension method allows us
to maintain droplet symmetry throughout the vaporization process, unlike the conventional system
of suspending the droplet at the tip of a fiber. Most experiments in the past used quartz fiber
diameter bigger than 100 µm, however fiber diameter between 50 to 70 µm will be used in the
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experiments. Based on the recent studies on the selection of quartz fiber, we expect minimum heat
transfer from the fiber into the interior of a liquid droplet.
1.2.3 Fundamentals of drop-wall interaction studies
When a liquid droplet interacts with a surface, the outcomes are investigated and explained
in the scope of drop-wall interaction studies. The wall can be any solid or liquid surface and the
drop is usually a liquid phase of a substance. Drop-wall interaction studies founds importance in
numerous applications such as spray cooling in electronic cooling systems, spray impingement in
internal combustion engines, steam turbine (water impinging on the blades), erosion, cavitation in
crude oil supply pipes, and heat exchangers. In internal combustion, the fuel spray impingement
onto various surfaces in an engine equipped with direct or indirect fuel injection system affect the
engine pollutant emissions, and performance prior to the combustion. High injection pressures
used in gasoline direct injection or common rail diesel injection are known to extend the area of
impact on the piston wall, and also increase the droplet velocity [83]. Further, modern direct
injection engines work in different injection modes to achieve lower fuel consumption. For example,
a gasoline direct injection engine works in either homogeneous or stratified modes depending on
the speed-load conditions. In the stratified mode, the fuel is injected towards the piston wall by a
fuel injector oriented at an angle to direct the fuel spray towards the spark plug. In this scenario, a
significant amount of fuel impinges on the top of the piston crown. The droplets impact the piston
crown at normal or oblique angles resulting in different impact outcomes. These outcomes can
be liquid film deposition, disintegration, droplet rebound, or a splash based on various physical,
thermal, or flow parameters. But what should be realized here is that these impact outcomes
contribute to hydrocarbon emission, and fuel economy of an engine. Hydrocarbon emission may
get significant if the surrounding pressures result in the build of a liquid film on piston walls.
Further, after the fuel injection, the conditions in the cylinder are transient as it is governed by
the dynamic speed and load changes in the engine. In the case of multiple fuel injection strategies,
this transient nature amplifies resulting in varying wall temperature, pressure changes, and flow
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conditions inside the cylinder. Spray impingement under these conditions is very complex, and
experiments on single droplet wall interaction can help in building a solid understanding of regimes
of different impact outcomes, identifying parameters significantly influencing various drop-wall
interactions. Single drop-wall interaction studies also provide important relationships correlating
key parameters such as liquid properties, momentum, surface characteristics, and thermal quantities
to develop and establish an integrated spray impingement model. Moreira et al. in his review paper
has clearly expressed the need for conducting more drop-wall, drop-drop interaction studies to build
a reliable and effective spray impingement model [71]. The development of these models are not only
important for predicting emissions for IC engines, but also to predict the spray cooling capabilities
in a modern day spray cooling application. Based on the relationship developed for quantifying
the heat carrying capacity of a single droplet, it is possible to integrate the solution for a flux of
droplets impinging on a heated wall. Of course, several experimental evidences are required to
successfully establish the developed relation.
Drop-wall interactions can be broadly classified as drop impinging on a dry surface or a wet
surface. A wet surface has a film of liquid deposited on the wall. Both dry and wet drop wall im-
pingement is observed in internal combustion engines. This dissertation is focused on investigating
impact outcomes resulting in regimes on a dry wall. The investigations on a dry wall is further
classified as cold wall, and heated wall. In an IC engine, the piston and inlet valves get heated
in the wide temperature range based on operating conditions, therefore understanding the impact
outcomes on a heated surface and underlying mechanism causing these outcomes becomes essential.
On a dry heated wall, three common heat transfer regimes are observed and are shown in Figure
1.4 The film evaporation shown in Figure 1.4a is characterized by the deposition of a liquid film on
the solid surface. In this heat transfer regime, the impinging drop takes a longer time to evaporate
because the liquid temperature is below the saturation temperature (Figure 1.4d). In the nucleate
boiling regime, bubbles are formed inside the liquid bulk, mainly near the hot surface, as the liquid
temperature rises above its saturation temperature. These bubbles either coalescence or explode
causing violent droplet ejections forming a mist of small droplets around the liquid interface (Figure
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Figure 1.4 Three main drop impact outcomes on a heated surface (a) Film evaporation
(b) Nucleate boiling (c) Film boiling (d) Heat transfer regimes [61]
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1.4b). At some stage, the boiling liquid reaches the critical heat flux point as shown in Figure 1.4d.
At this stage, the evaporation time is the lowest, and from this stage the evaporation time starts
to increase unexpectedly. The increasing evaporation time is a typical characteristics of a transient
boiling heat transfer regime. During this regime, a micro-scale vapor layer is formed as a result of
a liquid-vapor phase change between the bottom of the the droplet and the heated surface. The
thickness of the developed vapor layer is in the range of 1-100 µm and its measurement is a very
active area of interest [136, 87]. Accurate measurement of the vapor layer thickness is a challenging
work, and high precision techniques will be required to measure, and quantify the vapor dynamics.
The end of the transient stage is marked by the presence of a fully developed vapor layer resulting
in highest evaporation time. For a stationary droplet, this stage is termed as ’Leidenfrost point’
after the name of scientist Johann Gottolob Leidenfrost. In our experiments, we are working with
impinging droplet, and therefore this phenomena will be addressed as dynamic Leidenfrost point.
The insulating behavior of the vapor layer results in a decrease in the heat flux between the heated
surface and the droplet bottom. As a result, the droplet begins to float without making contact with
the hot wall (Figure 1.4c). A film boiling regime is mainly characterized by the droplet dynamics
caused due to the formation of a vapor layer.
All the four heat transfer regimes discussed in Figure 1.4 result in different outcomes after a
moving droplet impacts the heated wall. Any outcome is the end result of a complex interplay
between the parameters defining effect of liquid properties, heat transfer, kinetic processes, surface
characteristics, density, and fuel composition. There may be many more phenomena’s contributing
in deciding the final outcome, therefore more experimental investigations are required to gather
evidence to clearly explain the different impact outcomes in these regimes. This dissertation studies
mainly the influence of fuel volatility, and ambient pressure on the different impact outcomes
classified on the basis of the four heat transfer regimes: film evaporation, nucleate boiling, transient,
and film boiling. The next section discusses the relevant studies on drop-wall interaction present
in the literature.
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1.2.3.1 Experimental studies in drop-wall interaction
The studies in this section cover relevant investigations focused on droplet impact outcomes on a
cold and hot wall dry surface. Several dimensionless parameters have been used to characterize the
outcomes of drop-wall interactions. The important non-dimensionless numbers used in describing








The Reynolds number is defined as the ratio of inertial to viscous forces using the liquid density (ρ`),
drop diameter (d0), liquid viscosity (µ`), and the relative velocity at impact (U). The Ohnesorge
number is defined as the ratio of viscous forces to the combined inertial and surface tension forces.
Here, σ is the liquid-vapor surface tension. Weber number can be formulated using Reynold and
Ohnesorge number as:




Usually, the gravity effects are considered using Biot number, however in the case of droplet
impact studies, the effect of gravity is negligible.
In the literature, the droplet impact studies on a dry cold wall provide a good insight of how
surface roughness effect the droplet impact outcomes. Rioboo et al. revealed six different kinds of
droplet impact outcomes using water, ethanol, on a cold dry wall in the impact velocity range of
1.16–4.1 m/s [102]. In their experiments, the amplitude of the wall roughness range from 0.003 µm
to 60 µm. Distinct difference in the roughness amplitude was obtained by choosing four different
test surfaces: Glass, PVC, Wax, and AKD (Alkene ketene dimer). The drop impact outcomes are
shown in Figure 1.5
In Figure 1.5, deposition is considered, when drop deforms and builds a thin film on the wall
without any breakup. The prompt splash is associated with the rough surface and is characterized
by the generation of secondary droplets around the contact line at the start of the liquid film
spreading. Corona splash is observed when the secondary droplets are formed by the disintegration
of the liquid ligaments around the rim of the corona formed away from the solid surface. The
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Figure 1.5 Droplet impact outcomes on cold dry surface, Reprinted with permission [149]
corona splash occurs late in the splashing phase. In the receding breakup, the liquid film after
expanding to the maximum spread breaks into smaller droplets while recoiling towards the center
of the liquid film. In the droplet rebound, the liquid film recoils after achieving the maximum
spread and moves in the vertical direction away from the wall. The investigations by Rioboo et al.
qualitatively and quantitatively described the effect of surface roughness on the three important
phases of the droplet spreading on a cold wall: initial spreading phase, maximum spreading, and
receding phase [102, 101, 100].
The transition from liquid film deposition to splashing is another subject of extensive research.
Most studies on defining the transition boundaries and associated criteria’s have been performed
on the cold walls. The threshold above which the liquid drop undergoes splashing on a cold wall
is known as splashing threshold (Kd) and defined as Kd = WeOh
n. Various correlations of this
form have been proposed by Stow and Hadfield [128], Mundo et al. [74], Cossali et al. [29], and
van der Wal [140]. These empirical relations successfully predict the onset of splashing for drops
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impacting a cold wall, with small droplets produced at the perimeter of the expanding liquid film.
However, the threshold criteria could not completely explain the transition between the impact
outcomes shown in Figure 1.5 as the effect of roughness was not taken into account. Surface
roughness significantly influences the splashing threshold, but no relationship has been established
successfully to correlate roughness, momentum, surface tension, and viscosity together. Therefore,
the variation of key parameters and its effect on the transition period on a cold wall is shown by
trends [102, 149]. For the case of an impinging drop on the heated wall, investigation on identifying
the transition period boundaries and threshold for drop breakup is ongoing.
On a heated wall, explaining different impact outcomes is challenging because the heat flux
from the hot wall to the droplet adds a higher level of complexity in the problem of drop-wall
interaction. The experimental studies conducted on this subject are still in the process of identifying
key parameters, mechanisms influencing the impact outcomes and regimes. Liang and Mudawar
have highlighted the need for conducting experiments to investigate all the possible influences on
the development of vapor layer in the film boiling regime [61]. The author suggested few parameters
that influences vapor layer development and are: drop size, momentum, and surface roughness [61].
The difference in the volatility of the individual hydrocarbons of a multicomponent fuel can have
significant influence on the liquid-gas phase change, mainly responsible for the formation of a vapor
layer. In the film boiling regime, it is the production rate, mass, and flow of the vapor that can alter
the drop rebound, or breakup. Further, the existence of a stable vapor layer thickness results in
the inception of the film boiling regime. The effect of fuel composition has not been investigated in
the literature. Previous studies primarily focused on identifying the influence of wall temperature,
wall thermal conductivity, impact Weber number and impact angle [147, 5, 19]. Few investigations
studied how heat transfer mechanisms alter the droplet breakup, and characterised the secondary
droplets. At a fixed Weber number of 285, Cossali et al. reported three distinct heat transfer
regimes for a a millimeter size water drop named as : deposition, bubble boiling, film boiling [30].
Their work provided quantitative evidences to show insignificant influence of surface roughness
on the secondary droplet size. Another study by Bertola mapped impact outcomes for a water
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drop between the the Weber number and a characteristics temperature scale [7]. These studies
established the practice of using regime diagrams as an effective way of mapping all the individual
outcomes between important parameters. For this reason, we have identified and provided different
regime diagrams to correlate impact sequences with Weber number, fuel volatility, and ambient
pressure. In addition to the regime diagrams, behaviour of multicomponent fuels is presented and
compared with the sequences of bicomponent fuel mixtures. Additionally, the comparison of liquid
film spread of both single and bicomponent fuel mixtures with Weber number is quantified and
discussed in detail.
In the previous drop-wall interaction studies, the impact outcomes have been classified into
regimes at atmospheric pressure. These studies assumed that the influence of ambient pressure is
negligible, or did not consider the effect of varying pressure around the droplet interface. How-
ever, gas density alters due to changing pressure can possibly alter droplet morphology during the
spreading phase, and also suppress the evolution rate of vapor. Note that with increasing am-
bient pressure, the liquid saturation temperature increases, whereas the enthalpy of vaporization
decreases. Both these factors control the evolution of the vapor, and ultimately the drop impact
outcomes. In fact, these factors can interplay in different conditions to alter the impact sequence
and its transition to another outcome. Experimental evidence does not exist in the literature to
compare the drop impact outcomes at atmospheric and high-pressure conditions. Only two high-
pressure studies could be found in the litreature. Temple et al. investigated a stationary water
drop to determine how change in the pressure influences the evaporation time in both subcritical
and supercritical region. The study is applicable only for a stationary polar liquid and does not
provide specific results to establish effect of pressure, fuel volatility on the impact sequences of an
impinging alkane droplet [132]. Further, the study did not use high precision techniques to measure
surface temperature and ambient pressure as this investigation was conducted in 1950s. Another
pressure study was performed on a water droplet in the pressure range of 1-25 bar and temperatures
between 100–460 ◦C by Buchmüller et al. [12]. Their results showed four distinct regimes: wetted
state, wetted boiling, transition boiling, and rebound and suggested a decrease in the transition
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period with increasing pressure. In this dissertation, a comprehensive experimental investigation is
presented on investigating the influence of changing pressure on various drop-impact outcomes of
n-heptane, n-decane, binary mixtures of n-heptane-n-decane, and gasoline. The effect of ambient
pressure variation, and fuel composition is mapped at a fixed lower Weber number of 50 into two
seperate regime diagrams. Our investigation also compares important parameters such as liquid
film spread, liquid contact time during the spreading phase, and rebound velocity to quantify the
influence of pressure and fuel volatility. Results are presented to explain how pressure changes
the inception of film boiling regime, and the transition period. This study is first of its kind and
provides reliable experimental data collected at high-pressures to build accurate spray impingement
models for high pressure applications.
1.2.3.2 Limitations and proposals in drop-wall interaction studies
Drop wall interaction is a topic studied from several years and is still not understood well.
For the case of an impinging droplet on a heated wall, vapor layer development play a key role
in deciding the regimes, and their transition. A comprehensive investigation on parameters influ-
encing the vapor layer formation and flow has not been done, which Liang and Mudawar [61] has
clearly mentioned in their recent review on the current drop wall interaction studies. As multicom-
ponent fuel contains several hydrocarbons having different volatility’s and molecular weights, the
examination of fuel composition effect on drop breakup becomes important. Therefore, we decided
to perform a detailed study on the influence of fuel composition on drop impact outcomes on a
heated wall at atmospheric pressure. For the experiment, we propose to use highly volatile fuel
n-heptane (bp: 98.5 ◦C), and low volatile liquid n-decane (bp: 174.5 ◦C). Experiments will be done
at different Weber numbers, ranging from 27–664 using n-heptane in the wall temperature range
of 25–300 ◦C). Then, bicomponent mixtures of n-heptane and n-dodecane will be investigated at
higher Weber number of 484. Finally, multicomponent fuels gasoline and diesel will be examined
at the same Weber number.
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Prior studies reported drop impact regimes at atmospheric pressures however, no investigation
in the literature provides detailed experimental evidence to explain how a change in the ambient
pressure affects drop impact regimes for an alkane. The investigation focused on qualitatively
and quantitatively understand the influence of ambient pressure and fuel composition is lacking in
the literature. These limitations motivated us to conduct a comprehensive investigation for which
we first propose to design a novel high-pressure testing facility and then complete the required
experiments. The test plan aims to identify and map distinct drop impact regimes with the pressure
between 1–20 bar at a low Weber number of 50 using a single component fuel n-heptane. Binary
mixtures of n-heptane (bp: 98.5 ◦C) and n-decane (bp: 174.5 ◦C) will be evaluated at the same
Weber number and pressure range. Finally, gasoline a multicomponent fuel will be evaluated in
the same pressure range.
1.3 Research Objectives
The goal of this dissertation is to investigate the effect of fuel composition, and ambient pres-
sure on the droplet impact outcomes relevant to processes in combustion systems. The work will
contribute in advancing the understanding of how fuel composition, and ambient pressure variation
influence the drop-wall interactions. This experimental study also provide results that will help
build better spray impingement models. This work will be executed by designing experimental test
setups to investigate drop vaporization, and drop wall interaction. For pressure study, a novel high–
pressure test facility (1–100 bar) will be designed and established. Based on the gaps identified in
the literature, this dissertation will address the following objectives:
1. Investigate multicomponent droplet vaporization in a convective environment.
2. Investigate the effect of fuel volatility on the droplet morphology and droplet breakup on
heated wall at low and moderate Weber number.




The following describes in brief what will be discussed in each chapter of this dissertation.
Chapter 2 introduces the experimental equipment and techniques used for performing exper-
iments on multicomponent droplet vaporization and drop wall interactions at atmospheric
and high-pressure condition.
Chapter 3 presents the investigation on single, bicomponent and multicomponent drop wall
interaction on a dry heated wall in the temperature range of 21–300 ◦C and Weber number
range of 27–664.
Chapter 4 presents the investigation on multicomponent droplet vaporization in a convective
environment. The chapter compares and discusses the vaporization characteristics of n-
heptane, n-decane, binary mixtures of n-heptane and n-decane, and multicomponent fuels:
gasoline and diesel.
Chapter 5 presents the investigation on the influence of ambient pressure on the n-heptane in
the pressure range of 1–25 bar and wall temperatures between 21–350 ◦C. The results of an
unsteady one–dimensional heat transfer model is compared with experimental outcomes.
Chapter 6 presents the investigation on the effect of fuel volatility at high ambient pressure.
Results shows the effect of volatile component concentration on the liquid film contact time,
rebound time, and droplet centroid motion.
Chapter 7 contains a summary of the work completed for this dissertation and a discussion of
its impact and future research directions.
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CHAPTER 2. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY ON MULTICOMPONENT
FUELS IN A CONVECTIVE ENVIRONMENT
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2.1 Abstract
The majority of combustion systems rely on the injection of liquid fuels, typically multicom-
ponent, requiring local mixing and vaporization processes to progress before autoignition (in the
case of compression ignition systems), spark ignition (e.g. direct injection) or transport of the
pre-mixture to a stabilized flame location (e.g. gas turbine combustion system). Ultimately, the
vaporization of the fuel is linked to the rate of mixing and heat release in these combustion systems.
The fuel component distribution in volatility and molecular weight, as well as internal droplet dy-
namics have been shown to influence the global rate of transport from liquid drops. Lighter and
heavier components create concentration gradients during the vaporization sequence affecting the
rates driven initially by the thermal diffusion process. The operating condition within the cylinder
varies, and for a multicomponent fuel under such dynamic situations fuel volatility, and component
distribution may play a major role in deciding the final vaporization rate of the drop. Therefore, it
is essential to investigate the influence of fuel composition on the drop vaporization process. This
paper experimentally investigates how different proportions of low and high boiling hydrocarbons
effect the overall vaporization characteristics of a fuel in a convective environment. In the experi-
ments, highly volatile liquid n-heptane, low volatile liquid n-dodecane, and their bicomponent fuel
mixtures have been studied. Multicomponent fuels investigated are gasoline and diesel. In the
experiment, a single fuel drop is suspended at the intersection of a cross fiber system consisting of
two micron-sized quartz fibers normally intersecting each other in a forced laminar convective hot
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air stream. The design of the test setup ensures fully developed laminar flow condition within the
air stream temperature range of 21–500 ◦C. Results show faster vaporization rates for n-heptane,
and three prominent stages of vaporization in bicomponent fuel mixtures. Gasoline and diesel show
non-linear vaporization characteristics with a prominent initial drop heating period in the diesel
drop. The experimental results of an isolated n-heptane drop is compared with a solution of an
analytical model based on the established drop vaporization theory.
2.2 Introduction
Stringent fuel economy standards for light commercial vehicles continue to motivate the need for
improved quantitative predictions of combustor performance for a range of fuels. Tier III U.S. EPA
regulations aim to double the fleet fuel economy from 36.2 to 55.2 miles/gallon for passenger cars by
2025, and similar targets have been set by Euro 6 norms in the European market [146]. In the trans-
portation and aviation sectors, practical combustors utilize gasoline, diesel, and kerosene for their
operation. These fuels are multicomponent in nature, consisting of a wide range of hydrocarbons
with different boiling points and molecular weights. For example, light distillate volume fraction
(30%v/v) of a typical 91 AI gasoline mainly consists of 29%v/v alkanes, 15.7%v/v monocyclo-
alkanes, 0.8%v/v dicycloalkanes, 54.1%v/v alkyaromatics and .05%v/v indanes and tetralins [120].
Both concentration and temperature gradients exist when a multicomponent fuel drop vaporizes
due to the difference in the molecular weight and boiling point of individual components. During
vaporization, simultaneous heat and mass transport phenomena determine the diffusion processes
and vaporization rates [55, 56]. The steady-state vaporization rate of a multicomponent fuel drop
depends on the vaporization rate of individual components of the fuel. The primary transport
processes controlling the multicomponent drop vaporization are liquid phase mass diffusion and
heat diffusion [119]. Several modeling studies have shown that liquid-phase mass diffusion results
in faster vaporization of the highly volatile components until their concentration diminishes, re-
sulting in a concentration gradient between the drop outer vaporizing surface and the interior
[134, 119, 42, 109, 135]. Diffusion of the highly volatile components to the surface is opposed by
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a counter transport process of less volatile components towards the center of the drop [119]. At
atmospheric pressure, liquid mass diffusion is slower than thermal diffusion due to the smaller char-
acteristic time. As a result, the lifetime of a multicomponent fuel drop is significantly influenced by
the individual components of the fuel drop. In order to accurately predict the rate of vaporization
of multicomponent drops in fuel sprays, experimental verification of heat and mass transfer rates
are necessary.
Most of the experimental investigations reported in the literature focused on examining the
vaporization characteristics of single component fuels such as n-heptane, n-decane, ethanol, etc
[3, 107, 23]. Limited studies have been reported on bicomponent mixtures of n-alkanes or alcohols,
or on multicomponent fuels [32, 73, 131]. Gokalp et al. compared vaporization rates of bicompo-
nent mixtures of n-heptane and n-decane drop in a convective and turbulent environment at air
temperatures between 21–180 ◦C. In the study, an isolated drop was suspended on the tip of a
quartz fiber having a diameter of 200 µm [44] . The focus was to identify the effect of volatile
(n-heptane) and non-volatile (n-decane) concentration on the steady-state vaporization rate of a
bicomponent fuel drop. They reported both a decrease in the vaporization rate with an increase
in the concentration of a low volatile component, and the existence of preferential vaporization in
the temperature range of 21–180 ◦C. Comparisons in different flow conditions showed smaller drop
lifetime in a turbulent environment. This study was limited to a lower range of air stream tem-
perature and does not compare vaporization rates at air temperatures higher than 180 ◦C. During
a combustion event in a typical combustion system, the temperature of the air surrounding the
fuel drop is higher than 200 ◦C. At higher air temperatures, the effect of volatility differences on
the vaporization of a multicomponent fuel drop may significantly reduce. Therefore, the results
provided by Gokalp et al. [44] do not provide sufficient details for predicting the vaporization rates
at high air stream temperatures. Another relevant experimental study was performed by Ghassemi
H et al., which focused on studying the effect of fuel concentration and ambient pressure on vapor-
ization and micro-explosion phenomena in ambient pressure and temperature ranges of 1–25 bar,
400–700 ◦C respectively [43]. In the experiment, drops of three seperate bicomponent fuel mixtures
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ranging from 30–70%v/v of n-heptane and n-hexadecane were suspended on a quartz fiber tip (d
= 125 µm) in a quiescent environment [43]. Results showed the existence of vaporization stages
during bicomponent fuel vaporization, and decrease in micro-explosions with an increase in ambient
pressure from 1–25 bar [43]. This investigation used a quartz fiber (d = 125 µm), which was smaller
than the fiber used in Gokalp et al. study [44]. Both the experimental studies done by Gokalp [44]
and Ghassemi [43] provide useful experimental data to understand the effect of fuel volatility on
vaporization rates. However, both the experiments used quartz fiber having diameter more than
100 µm. Larger supporting fiber diameters results in increased heat conduction the drop interior
during the vaporization process, resulting in increased surface regression rates. This may result in
the unrealistic higher vaporization rates with significant deviation from the real value. The results
provided in both investigations are either limited to low range of stream temperature or are pri-
marily focused on a certain aspect (micro-explosion) of the drop vaporization. More experimental
results on bicomponent and multicomponent fuel mixture are needed to convincingly validate the
newly developed drop vaporization models. And for satisfactory validation, it is essential to em-
ploy better experimental techniques that uses lower fiber diameter, high frame speed, and better
resolution.
Experimental setups investigating the single drop vaporization have evolved in the past several
years. A typical setup to experimentally study vaporization of a single drop includes a sub-system
to suspend the drop either on the tip of a quartz fiber with a bead or on a needle tip [44, 72,
43, 80, 79]. Other type of drop suspension system uses a thermocouple tip to measure the drop
interior temperature and its variation as the drop vaporizes in hot environment [40]. The drop is
suspended using a pump operating at a constant flow rate. In most of the prior vaporization studies,
drops were suspended on a quartz fiber tip, probably due to its ease of use [72, 79]. However, this
system has following drawbacks: non-symmetric (mostly ellipsoid) drop shape, large drop size, and
higher vaporization rates caused by higher heat transfer from the bead to the drop interior [47].
To overcome these problems, a novel cross-fiber system was established by Chauveau C. et al.,
where they compared the vaporization rates of n-decane drops (do = 800 µm) by suspending it on
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two different suspension systems. In the first suspension system, the drop was suspended at the
intersection of a novel cross-fiber system, and in the second system the drop was suspended on
the tip of a quartz fiber [26]. In this cross fiber system, two quartz fibers of 14 µm diameter were
intersected perpendicularly to form a suspension point at the center. The vaporization rate obtained
from this method was compared with the rate of n-decane drop of same diameter suspended on
the tip of quartz fibers having three different diameters : 106 µm,144 µm,181 µm) [26]. Cross
fiber system with the smallest diameter (106 µm) showed slower vaporization due to lower heat
transfer from the fiber to drop interior [25, 97, 24]. Moreover, the drop shape during vaporization
remained nearly symmetric, as it was well supported by the fiber throughout the vaporization
process. These advantages motivated us to use the cross–fiber technique for single drop suspension
in our experiments.
Another motivation to perform an new experimental drop vaporization investigation is to pro-
vide relevant experimental data for developing realistic spray models. At present, several spray
models exist to explain the effect of ambient gas temperature, pressure, fuel volatility, and con-
vective conditions on the drop vaporization [55, 141, 152, 130, 110] . Sirignano et al. in their
proposed effective thermal conductivity model have shown the influence of convective conditions
(Stefan flow, internal circulation) on thermal and mass diffusion films formed during drop vapor-
ization [1]. Lefebvre et al. explained the increase in vaporization rates due to the existence of
relative motion between the drop surface and surrounding ambient gas in a convective environment
[56]. They showed that the convective conditions do not change the drop initial heating period,
and steady-state vaporization temperature required to achieve the liquid-gas phase equilibrium.
A recent modeling study done by Dirbude et al. on investigating natural and forced convective
conditions on multi-component single drop vaporization (RME, SME) used an effective Reynolds
number to quantify the combined influence of natural and forced convection [34]. However, the
model was validated by comparing the simulation results with the outcomes of an experimental
study conducted in a nearly quiescent environment [72]. This suggests a lack of relevant experi-
mental vaporization results in a convective environment. Another observed trend is the assumption
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of spherical drop shape in performing numerical studies. Zhang et al. showed a good agreement
while comparing simulation results of n-heptane with the experimental results of Nomura et al.,
but the comparison appeared incomplete due to non-availability of the experimental data at the
latter stage of the vaporization [80, 150]. In the experiment, Nomura et al. suspended the drop
at the tip of a silica fiber, which might have caused non-symmetry in the regressing drop at the
end of the vaporization (d = 0.1do) [80]. Most of the modeling studies validate results based on
the assumption of a spherically-symmetrical drop, but not many good experimental investigations
exist to fulfill the need of drop symmetry in their experiments. Developing numerical models as-
suming non-spheroidal drops are still in preliminary stages [110], therefore it is essential to provide
experimental data using nearly spherical drop shapes. Note that the drops do not remain per-
fectly spherical during the combustion phase and acquires a distorted ellipsoidal shape during the
vaporization process due to various effects of forced or natural convection [26]. The experimental
data obtained using nearly spherical drop shape will help drop vaporization models to predict the
vaporization characteristics more closer to the practical combustion situation.
The objective of this paper is to experimentally investigate vaporization characteristics of single,
bicomponent, and multicomponent fuels using a cross fiber drop suspension system in a convec-
tive environment. The experimental section explains the test setup, image processing routine, air
velocity profile measurement, and temperature distribution in detail. In the results section, vapor-
ization characteristics of n-heptane and bicomponent mixtures of n-heptane and n-dodecane are
comprehensively investigated and discussed in the stream temperature range of 100–500 ◦C and 1
bar pressure. The comparison is extended to multicomponent fuels gasoline and diesel. Results
show three distinct vaporization stages and considerable effects from saturation temperature and
molecular weight on the initial drop heating period for bicomponent and multicomponent fuel mix-
tures. Finally, a comparison of analytical and experimental results of n-heptane at 100 ◦C, 300 ◦C,
500 ◦C is reported.
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2.3 Experimental Setup
This section presents details of the experimental setup, relevant test procedures, and gives a
description of the image processing routines used for this study.
Drop vaporization setup and imaging setup
Air is supplied to an 8-kW inline heater capable of sustained temperatures up to 1200 ◦C
(Sylvania Model ). Air is supplied by a gas mass flow controller (Alicat M series, 200 slpm) at a
flow rate of 80 slpm standard liters per minute. The output of the heater flows through an insulated
vertical tube 889 mm long and 50.8 mm in diameter (L/D of 17.5) to maintain a fully-developed
laminar flow at the tube exit. The air temperature is monitored by two K-type thermocouples
located at a radial distance of 2.5 mm away from the center of the tube . The thermocouple
tip does not change the laminar flow of the air. To characterize the environment for the drop
vaporization studies the temperature was measured at heights of 10, 15, and 20 mm above the tube
exit, with the 20-mm temperature profiles shown in Figure 2.2 across the jet profile. At the tube
center line, the temperature variation between 10 and 20 mm was within ± 1 ◦C.
For vaporization experiments, a fuel drop was suspended at the intersection of a pair of crossed
fibers formed by two quartz fibers (df = 50 µm ± 10 µm), as shown in the inset in Figure 2.1. A
28-gauge needle was used to generate a spray at a flow rates between 4–6 ml/min. The flow rate
varies with the type of fuel and is selected to produce a spray. When the suspension system with
two intersected quartz fiber is passed thorough the generated fuel spray, a drop gets suspended at
the point of intersection of the fiber. The diameter of the drop consistently varies between 0.8–1
mm. Note that no bead was used at the fiber intersection, unlike that used in previous studies
[80, 88]. The fibers were suspended on an aluminum frame, which was positioned in the flow using
a servo motor controlled by a microcontroller (Arduino Due). The servo motor was controlled to
position the drop at the tube centerline, and the velocity of the servo arm was controlled by the
servo controller. Total drop positioning took place in under 0.02 s, and the velocity was ultimately
limited to avoid drop shedding during positioning.
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Figure 2.1 Schematic of drop vaporization setup used to suspend the drop in the hot air
stream in the temperature range of 100–500 ◦C and record images at 60 fps.
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Figure 2.2 Air temperature profiles taken at a distance of 20 mm above the tube exit at
100-500 ◦C.
The backlit imaging system consisted of a Princeton high speed camera, glass diffuser and a
light source of 20 W. High level of contrast is maintained between the drop and the background.
In the experiment, raw images were captured using a high-speed camera at a frame rate of 50 Hz
and a shutter exposure of 1/9000 to ensure frozen motion for each image. The image processing
routine used to extract the drop vaporization rate from the images is summarized in Figure 2.3.
The raw image is first subtracted from a background image, then binarized. From the binarized
image, the major axis, minor axis, centroid, and equivalent diameter are determined. The estimated
diameter is then normalized by the initial drop diameter. The instantaneous time is then normalized
by the initial diameter of the drop squared. The drop diameter regression is then plotted using
the normalized diameter-squared versus the scaled time on horizontal axis, as shown in Figure
2.3. Figure 2.3 shows a typical vaporization event for a binary 75/25 %v/v n-heptane/n-dodecane
drop for a freestream temperature of 300 ◦C. From the extracted equivalent drop diameter, three
distinct periods are evident: initial drop heating, a steady vaporization indicated by region K1, and
a second steady vaporization rate indicated by K2. For most bi-component drops studied, two rates
are reported in the subsequent results, but the scaled time interval is dependent on the relevant
mixture. Both the slopes, K1 and K2, are estimated using the central difference scheme and unit
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Figure 2.3 Sample image processing sequence. (a) Sequence of the image processing
routine used to extract diameter. (b) Vaporization trend of 75%v/v n-hep-
tane-25%v/v n-dodecane at 300 ◦C showing first (K1) and second stage of
vaporization (K2).
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time interval. For single component fuels, a single vaporization rate (K2, mm
2/s) is defined as the
slope of the curve between two points when d2/d2o values lies between 0.5 and 0.1, following the
period of initial heating for the drop.
2.4 Results
First, a brief comparison of the resulting vaporization rates was examined for both quartz fiber
suspension and thermocouple drop suspension. Using the fiber suspension method to limit heat
transfer to the drop, vaporization rates of both single and bi-component fuel drops of n-heptane
and n-dodecane were made from stream temperatures from 100–500 ◦C to span combustor-relevant
ambient temperatures. The volume fractions (%v/v) of n-heptane investigated in the study are in
the range of 0–100. The second section reports and compares the vaporization characteristics of
conventional multicomponent fuels: gasoline and diesel. Finally, the time-evolving regression rate
for n-heptane is compared with an established drop vaporization model.
2.4.1 Estimates of heat loss rates from fiber and thermocouple suspension
Figure 2.4 Comparison of vaporization characteristics of n-heptane drops using a thermo-
couple or quartz cross fiber system at 200 ◦C, 300 ◦C, and 400 ◦C.
Figure 2.4 compares the vaporization rates of n-heptane using two drop suspension methods:
crossed fibers and a thermocouple at airstream temperatures of 200–400 ◦C. Experiments were
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conducted to compare the vaporization rates of n-heptane drop using a 70 µm iron-constantan
alloy fine gauge thermocouple wire and the quartz cross fiber system at hot air stream temperature
of 200–400 ◦C. The result implies that the method of drop suspension influences the vaporization
rate. Steady-state vaporization rates at air stream temperatures of 300 ◦C and 400 ◦C for a
thermocouple suspension system is 0.64 and 0.86 mm2/s, whereas it is 0.57 and 0.7 mm2/s for the
quartz fiber suspension system. The vaporization rate of the drop is higher for a thermocouple
suspension system due to higher heat input as compared to cross fiber system. A simple estimation
of the heat input based on the assumption of one dimensional heat conduction from the suspending
medium to the droplet interior shows 3.4 times more heat input by the thermocouple tip than the
quartz fiber of the same diameter. This is due to the higher thermal conductivity of thermocouple
metal alloy, which is around 15 times more than the quartz fiber. Higher conductive heat input by
the thermocouple tip results in the faster rate of drop vaporization than quartz. A comprehensive
experimental and modeling study by Han et al. gives better estimates of the heat input, and effect
of suspension system on drop lifetimes at low and higher air stream temperatures [47]. The study
reports higher vaporization rates using a thermocouple to suspend drop at 200 ◦C, 500 ◦C and thus
supports the experimental outcome shown in Figure 2.4. The analysis reveals that at lower and
higher air temperatures initially the heat input due to a thermocouple is 2-2.5 times higher than the
quartz fiber of same diameter decreasing the drop life time by 8-10 %. This increased our confidence
in using the cross-fiber suspension technique in the experiment. The mean air stream velocities
estimated at temperatures of 100–500 ◦C are in the range of 0.8–2.1 m/s and the corresponding
Reynold numbers are in between 42 - 60.
2.4.2 Vaporization characteristics of single and bicomponent fuel mixtures
The drop surface regression for single and bi-component fuels is shown in comparison of single
and bicomponent fuel vaporization characteristics at 1 bar for 2.5 for air stream temperatures of
200–500 ◦C at ambient pressure. The horizontal axis is the drop lifetime normalized by the square
of the initial diameter, and the vertical axis is the square of drop diameter normalized by the initial
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drop diameter. Each panel shows the result for n-heptane and n-dodecane mixtures varying from
100 %v/v to 0 % v/v n-heptane at a given freestream temperature. Considering only the pure
fluids, several distinct behaviors are evident. For both n-heptane and n-decane, a finite period of
transient drop heating is evident. As is typical for n-alkanes, no drop swelling is evident during
the transient heating period. In all cases, the pure fluid drops then exhibit a near-linear regression
(d2 vaporization), where a distinct vaporization rate can be identified. These rates will be further
summarized in Table 2.1.
Figure 2.5 Comparison of vaporization characteristics of n-heptane, 75%v/v n-hep-
tane–25%v/v n-dodecane, 50%v/v n-heptane–50%v/v n-dodecane, 25%v/v
n-heptane–75%v/v n-dodecane, and n-dodecane at hot air stream tempera-
tures of 200–500 ◦C. Here, air stream temperatures are a) 200 ◦C, b) 300 ◦C,
c) 400 ◦C, d) 500 ◦C.
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The evolution of the regression of bicomponent drops is also shown in Figure 2.5 for vary-
ing ambient stream temperatures. In most mixture cases, a period of preferential vaporization
of the volatile component, n-heptane is evident. For example, in Figure 2.5(a), the 75%v/v and
50%v/v n-heptane mixtures show a short initial heating period followed by a near linear regression
as n-heptane vaporization occur preferentially. Following this, a second transient heating takes
place and a final near-linear regression proceeds as the remaining liquid evaporates. Across all air
stream temperatures, the bicomponent fuel mixture having 75%v/v n-heptane depletes preferen-
tially when the drop is introduced in the hot air stream. At 1 bar ambient pressure, the n-heptane
and n-dodecane components have corresponding boiling points of 98.5 ◦C and 216.5 ◦C, respec-
tively. Similar trends are evident for the 50%v/v n-heptane mixtures in the temperature range of
100-400 ◦C. However, for the 25%v/v n-heptane mixture, prominent preferential vaporization is
observed only in the lower air stream temperatures of 100-200 ◦C. Both boiling point differential
and concentration of the individual components are primarily responsible for the phenomenon of
preferential vaporization sequence in a bicomponent fuel mixture. This result is supported by the
findings of Gokalp et al., who also reported the phenomena of preferential depletion of the lighter
component in the bicomponent fuel mixtures of n-heptane having 20–80 % n-heptane [44] at the air
stream temperature of 27 ◦C. In their study, preferential vaporization is not observed for any fuel
mixtures, when the air stream temperature is raised to 177 ◦C [44]. In our investigation, except for
75 % n-heptane mixture, insignificant extent of preferential vaporization is observed for mixtures
having less than 50 % n-heptane at air stream temperatures between 300–500 ◦C.
Along with preferential vaporization, increased low-volatility content resulted in a significant
period transient heating. For fuel mixtures having 75%v/v and 100%v/v n-dodecane, this is evident
in Figure 2.5(b) and 2.5(c) at freestream temperatures of 200 ◦C and 300 ◦C. For bicomponent
fuel mixtures having a higher percentage of volatile component (n-heptane), the duration of initial
drop heating is reduced. In this initial phase, most of the conductive heat input to the drop
contributes to raising the temperature of the drop surface to a quasi-steady temperature, while
vapor formation remains slow. When liquid-vapor phase equilibrium is achieved at a quasi-steady
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drop surface temperature, the expected d2 quasi-steady vaporization is achieved. As noted by prior
literature, the quasi-steady temperature is thus a function of both the free stream temperature and
the liquid saturation temperature [67].
Table 2.1 Table consolidating values of first and second stage of vaporization rates of
n-heptane, 75%v/v n-heptane–25%v/v n-dodecane, 50%v/v n-heptane–50%v/v
n-dodecane, 25%v/v n-heptane–75%v/v n-dodecane, n-dodecane at air stream
temperature range of 100–500 ◦C.
The discussion points that the vaporization rates of bicomponent fuel mixtures cannot be rep-
resented by a single value due to the existence of vaporization stages. The first and third stage of
vaporization characteristics have respective vaporization rates and to make a comparison between
the stages, two vaporization rates: K1 and K2 have been used in this paper. Table 2.1 compares
the values of K1 and K2 along with respective standard deviations for single and bicomponent fuel
mixtures in the temperature range of 100–500 ◦C. Note that for 50%v/v n-heptane–n-dodecane
mixture, K1 and K2 are the slopes of the curve portion where d
2/d2o lies between 0.9–0.75, and 0.5
–0.1, respectively. For 75%v/v volume fraction of n-heptane, K1 and K2 correspond to slopes of
the curve portion between 0.7–0.5 and 0.2–0.1, respectively. For all other cases, K2 corresponds to
slope between 0.5–0.1 of the d2/d2o values.
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Figure 2.6 Variation of steady-state vaporization rates of n-heptane, 75%v/v n-heptane,
50%v/v n-heptane, 25%v/v n-heptane, n-dodecane with air stream tempera-
ture range of 100–500 ◦C.
Reported vaporization rates in the table are the average of thirty individual sequences for
each fuel and temperature condition. For all test conditions, the standard deviation of the rates is
below 0.14. N-heptane has the highest vaporization rates and n-dodecane has the lowest rates in the
stream temperature range of 100–500 ◦C. The result is in line with the expectation and is explained
on the basis of low and high saturation temperature of n-heptane (98.5 ◦C) and n-dodecane (216.5
◦C), respectively. The average vaporization rate (K2) of bicomponent mixtures lies between the
rates of low boiling point (n-heptane) and high boiling point (n-dodecane) fuel in the range of 100-
500 ◦C. For 75%v/v n-heptane–25%v/v n-dodecane mixture, vaporization rates of the second stage
is higher than the first stage of vaporization. A higher percentage of a volatile component in the
mixture raises the quasi-steady temperature of the drop surface near the equilibrium temperature
of pure fuel n-heptane. After the completion of second vaporization sequence in 75%v/v n-heptane
mixture, the resulting quasi-steady temperature is sufficiently high to vaporize the remaining n-
dodecane at a rate faster than the vaporization rate of pure n-dodecane. Here, K2 is the outcome
of remaining n-dodecane percentage in the mixture. Similar trend is observed for the mixture
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having 50 %v/v n-heptane at 200 ◦C. However, for mixtures having 25%v/v n-heptane, average
vaporization rates of the third stage (example : K2 = 0.34 mm
2 sec at 200 ◦C) are close to the rates
of n-dodecane in the temperature range of 100-500 ◦C. For mixtures having a volatile component
percentage lower than 50 %v/v, vaporization rate is mainly decided by the saturation temperature
of non-volatile fuel component. Experiments or simulations focused on investigating the variation
of drop bulk temperature in bicomponent fuel mixtures can provide reliable pieces of evidence to
explain the mechanism and parameters controlling the complete vaporization sequence.
Figure 2.6 compares the variation of the average vaporization rate (K2) of both single and
bicomponent fuel mixtures in the stream temperature range of 100–500 ◦C. The steady-state va-
porization rates of n-heptane vary linearly, however, n-dodecane exhibits non-linear vaporization
behavior. Bicomponent fuel mixtures, 50%v/v n-heptane and 25%v/v n-dodecane, also shows the
non-linear trend of vaporization rates. Higher is the percentage of a volatile component in the
mixture, linear is the variation of vaporization rates in the stream temperature range of 100–500
◦C . Non-linear variation of the vaporization rates with stream temperature is a typical charac-
teristic of a bicomponent mixture having a higher volume fraction of non-volatile component. The
slope, indicating a change of average vaporization rates with temperature, is the lowest for the
higher saturation temperature fluid n-dodecane. The slope increases with the increasing volume
fraction of the volatile component. N-heptane vaporizes at the fastest rate due to higher volatility
characteristics. Due to the higher boiling point, the rate of thermal diffusion is slow in n-dodecane
causing lowest vaporization rate. For bicomponent fuel mixtures, the average vaporization rate
increases with a decrease in the concentration of the non-volatile component. In Figure 2.6, av-
erage regression rate values of bicomponent mixtures are in between the values of n-heptane and
n-dodecane. These consolidated average vaporization rate values can be seen from Table 2.1.
2.4.3 Vaporization characteristics of multicomponent fuels: gasoline, diesel
Figure 2.7a,b shows vaporization characteristics of gasoline and diesel fuel in laminar convec-
tive conditions. Both fuels exhibit different vaporization characteristics. Both gasoline and diesel
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exhibit non-linear diameter regression in the stream temperature range of 100–500 ◦C. Note that
both gasoline and diesel differ in the concentration and types of hydrocarbon [120, 122]. The con-
stituents of gasoline and diesel differ in molecular weights, diffusivity, individual concentrations,
and saturation temperatures [120, 122]. During the vaporization, all these parameters interplay
to create concentration and thermal gradients within the drop. Highly volatile components va-
porize first to create a concentration gradient between the components at the regressing surface
and the drop interior. This concentration differential acts as a driver in the initial phase of the
vaporization causing liquid-phase mass diffusion. Liquid phase mass diffusion is an important va-
porization mechanism of a multicomponent fuel. Note that the at atmospheric pressure the mass
diffusion is a relatively slower process than the thermal diffusion in the liquid phase [119]. During
the vaporization process, volatile components at the surface deplete, leaving behind the less volatile
components at the surface. Highly volatile component exists at the drop interior, therefore a con-
centration gradient of highly volatile components builds between the drop interior and surface. For
this reason, highly volatile component diffuse in the direction away from the drop center during
the vaporization. This phenomenon is opposed by the mass diffusion of less volatile components
towards the drop center from the drop surface. This results in different vaporization rates of the
individual components of a multicomponent fuel drop contributing towards the ultimate lifetime of
the drop. Therefore, the difference in the vaporization characteristics of gasoline, and diesel drop
is the outcome of variation in the composition of the two fuels.
Steady-state rates for gasoline and diesel are not reported in the paper because it is difficult to
determine the diameter limits where the quasi-steady vaporization begins. This is due to the non-
linear variation of the diesel and gasoline drop diameter. A qualitative interpretation reveals that
vaporization rates of gasoline, diesel, and their drop lifetime decreases as the stream temperature
increases from 100 to 500 ◦C. However, diesel takes significantly longer time than gasoline to
vaporize at lower stream temperatures of 100, 200 ◦C and 300 ◦C. Gasoline vaporizes at a faster
rate even at air stream temperature range of 400–500 ◦C, however, the difference is not significant.
Diesel, as pointed earlier in the discussion, has several components having a high boiling point
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Figure 2.7 Comparison of vaporization characteristics of gasoline, diesel at hot air stream
temperatures of 100–500 ◦C.
and molecular weight, and therefore requires a longer time to achieve quasi-steady temperature
as compared to gasoline. Lower liquid mass diffusion rates of components in diesel also play an
important role in establishing a strong concentration gradient in the gas-liquid film during the
vaporization process.
Unlike gasoline, drop heating is prominent in diesel especially at lower air stream temperature
range of 100–300 ◦C. A similar trend of drop heating period was observed in bicomponent fuel
mixtures having 100 and 75 %v/v n-dodecane indicating a significant effect of heavier and high
boiling point hydrocarbons on the initial heating of the drop. Presence of higher concentration
of heavier molecular weight and high saturation temperature components result in a longer time
required to reach the quasi-steady temperature to attain liquid-gas phase equilibrium. Boiling point
range of diesel, although variable, is in between 180–330 ◦C, and is higher than gasoline resulting in
higher quasi-steady temperature for diesel. This boiling point range of gasoline and diesel is based
on the distillation curves (ASTM D86) and is provided in the supplementary material.
2.4.4 Comparison of experimental results with an analytical model
Figure 2.8 compares experimental and analytical results of n-heptane drop at air stream tem-
peratures of 100 ◦C, 300 ◦C, 500 ◦C. Solid and dashed lines indicate analytical results, whereas
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experimental outcomes are shown by open markers. The vaporization characteristics are plotted
between normalized diameter on the vertical axis and drop lifetime on the x-axis.
Figure 2.8 Comparison of experimental vaporization characteristics with analytical solu-
tion of n-heptane at air stream temperature of 100 ◦C, 300 ◦C, 500◦C .
The analytical model is based on the formulation and empirical relations well established for
a single drop vaporization problem in a convective environment [119, 56, 34, 67] . The present
simulation work is based on an infinite liquid conductivity model in the liquid phase, which assumes
spatially uniform temperature within the drop although it varies with time [55, 1, 34]. The model
assumes a thin gaseous film surrounding the drop, in which the heat and mass transfer takes between
the drop and gas. Here, the gas is the mixture of air and fuel vapor. The main assumptions of the
model are: (a) symmetric drop shape (b) liquid-gas phase equilibrium (c) constant thermo-physical
properties (d) quasi-steady gas phase (e) negligible pressure drop in the gas. The parameters
and empirical relations used to formulate the model are described in the following lines. In the

















For the case of forced convection, convective correlation for defining Nusselt number in the Reynolds
number range of 10–2000 is given as [98, 32]. :
Nu = 2 + 0.57Re1/2Pr1/3(1 +Bt)
−0.7 (2.3)
The term (1 +Bt)
−0.7 accounts for the blowing effect during the drop vaporization in a convec-
tive environment. Above correlation has been reported to predict a good agreement between the
modeling and experimental data in the literature [99] . All the thermal and transport properties of
the gaseous mixture of air and vapor are measured based on the one-third rule, which is described
as:




where Ω can be temperature or mass fraction and subscripts ’s’ and ’a’ indicate drop surface and
free stream values, respectively.
Following differential equations are solved to predict temporal evolution of drop diameter and


























For seeking further details of the formulation, it is suggested to read the work on the development
of drop vaporization model in convective environments by Sirgnano et al. [119], and Lefebvre et al.
[56], A. Daif et al. [32] and Dirbude et al.[34].
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In Figure 2.8, the comparison at a high stream temperature of 500 ◦C reveals a good match
between analytical and experimental outcomes, however, the extent of agreement decreases with
the reduction of stream temperature. At low stream temperatures of 100 ◦C and 300 ◦C, the match
is not as good as it is at 500 ◦C. The analytical results over predict the drop lifetime, especially at
moderate and low stream temperatures. Total drop vaporization time predicted by the analytical
solution is longer than experimental drop lifetime values at 100 ◦C and 300 ◦C. Probably, the
empirical correlation used to consider the blowing effect due to convection boundary around the
drop is not completely taking into account the effect of fast gasification rate of the drop. Note
that in a convective environment, the presence of a convective boundary layer around the drop
surface enhances heat and mass transfer processes, and consequently increases the vaporization
rates. Further, after introducing the drop in the convective environment, the drop continues to
heat by another process: internal circulation. The relative motion between the drop and the
hot stream of air results in the application of a shear force on the drop surface causing internal
circulation [119]. As a result, the drop surface temperature increases causing faster vaporization
rate. Not considering the effect of internal circulation in the present analytical solution can be
another reason for predicting slower vaporization rates at higher air stream temperatures. The
drop in the experiment is spherical, however, after the start of the vaporization, the drop loses axis
of symmetry. The analytical solution assumes a perfectly symmetric drop shape and, therefore no
temperature gradient on the drop surface. This assumption appears away from the reality and
may be a potential source of mismatch between experimental and analytical solution. Sazhin et
al. in a recent review insisted on the need for developing an advanced drop vaporization model
to include non-spherical shape [110]. The heat input from the quartz fiber to the drop interior is
not considered in the formulation of this model. Han et al. has shown that the heat input due to
quartz fiber is non-linear and does not affect the vaporization rates if the diameter of the fiber is
less than 15 µm at a air stream temperature of 500 ◦C [47]. Although a small amount, the heat
input is estimated to be 0.01 J when the diameter is 50 µm at 500 ◦C air temperature [47]. This
is a ten fold increase in the heat input, when compared to a quartz fiber of diameter equal or less
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than 15 µm. In our experiments, the diameter of the quartz fiber is 50 µm± 10 µm and can be
a potential reason for the higher vaporization rates. Most of the modern experiments use quartz
fiber in the range of 40–120 µm, therefore modeling studies should consider the heat addition by a
drop suspending media in their formulation. There may be other factors significantly influencing
the vaporization rate in a convective environment, and will emerge when this data will be used to
develop bicomponent and multicomponent drop vaporization models. Recently, modeling efforts
have been put by Yang et al. to provide direct numerical solutions for simulating drop vaporization
[145, 146] using smooth particle hydrodynamics method. Yang et al. could very well validate
the drop vaporization results with an analytical solution using water. Similar alternate modeling
approaches may be explored to match the experimental results provided in this paper.
2.5 Conclusions
In this paper, vaporization characteristics of single, bicomponent, and multicomponent fuels in
a laminar convective environment are compared in the air stream temperature range of 100–500 ◦C,
1 bar. In the experiment, an isolated single drop of the fuel is suspended at the intersection of two
quartz fibers to maintain drop symmetry, and reduce heat transfer from the support media during
the vaporization process. High speed images are captured and processed to report drop regression
rates. In the comparison, low boiling liquid n-heptane shows linear regression, whereas high boil-
ing point liquid n-dodecane exhibits non-linear regression with a prominent initial transient drop
heating period. Bicomponent fuel mixtures of n-heptane and n-dodecane vaporize in three distinct
stages indicating preferential vaporization sequence. The percentage of the volatile component, and
difference in the saturation temperatures of volatile and non-volatile components control the extent
of preferential vaporization. Higher is the percentage of volatile component, latter is the inception
of third stage. The inception of the third stage of the vaporization is decided by the percentage
of non-volatile component in the binary mixture. For bicomponent fuel mixtures having less than
50%v/v volatile component, final vaporization rate is primarily controlled by the concentration of
non-volatile component. Average vaporization rates of n-heptane, n-dodecane, and their bicompo-
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nent fuel mixtures are consolidated and compared with temperature in the paper. Vaporization
rates of bicomponent mixtures are in between the rates of single component fuels, and non–linearity
in the variation of rates with temperature increases with the percentage of non-volatile component.
The vaporization characteristics of multicomponent fuels, gasoline and diesel, are compared.
Both fuels exhibit non-linear vaporization trend with a prominent initial drop heating period in
diesel. This period reduces with the increase in air stream temperature and the trend is comparable
with n-dodecane drop heating results. Finally, an analytical model is compared with experimental
results of n-heptane at low, moderate, and high stream temperatures. The comparison suggests
that validating these experimental results with advanced drop vaporization models using better or
alternate modeling approaches is necessary.
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Nomenclature
µg Dynamic viscosity of gas (air+vapor) (Js/m
3)
ρa Density of air (kg/m
3)
Bm Spalding mass transfer number
Bt Spalding heat transfer number
Cpg Specific heat of gas (air+vapor) at constant pressure (J/kg K)
d0 Initial drop diameter (m)
dd Drop diameter, (m)
kg Thermal conductivity of gas (air+vapor) at constant pressure (J/msK)




ref Reference temperature, (K)
Td Drop surface temperature
Ta Free stream temperature (K)
Ts Drop surface temperature (K)
U Air velocity (m/s)
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Yfa Fuel mass fraction at far distance
Yfs Fuel mass fraction
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CHAPTER 3. MULTICOMPONENT DROP BREAKUP DURING IMPACT
WITH HEATED WALLS
A manuscript published in Journal International Journal of Heat and Mass Transfer
Abhijeet Chausalkar, Song-Charng Kong,and James B. Michael
3.1 Abstract
Understanding multicomponent drop breakup during impact with walls is critical to the predic-
tion and optimization of fuel-air mixture distribution in combustion systems. In combustors, drops
impact walls over a range of wall temperatures and drop velocities, resulting in complex outcomes.
In this paper, the regimes of drop impact are characterized for bicomponent and multicomponent
fuel drops impacting hot walls. Mixtures of n-heptane and n-decane were used to represent low
and high boiling point fuel components, respectively. The wall surface temperatures were varied
from 27 to 400 ◦C with drop Weber numbers ranging up to ∼700 for a range of mixing ratios of
n-heptane and n-decane. The drop impact events were recorded using high-speed imaging, allow-
ing the identification of impact outcomes and classification into regimes of film deposition, nucleate
boiling, and rebound at low Weber numbers, and splashing and breakup at high Weber numbers. In
bicomponent mixtures of n-heptane and n-decane, increasing the fraction of the volatile component
(n-heptane) results in secondary film breakup at low wall temperatures and a shift in the classified
regimes of impact. The droplet size distribution following this secondary breakup was determined,
and results show a decrease in the mean droplet size with increasing volatile concentration. Finally,
commercial gasoline and diesel fuel drops were examined over similar wall temperature and Weber
number ranges. The impact regimes are comparable to those identified for the well-defined bicom-




Many industrial spray processes involve small sub-millimeter-scale drops impinging on solid
walls. In particular, spray cooling and sprays in combustion systems exhibit liquid drops or sprays
interacting with solid surfaces that may be well above the liquid boiling temperature. In both
cases, identifying the controlling physical parameters is essential to optimize the heat transfer rate
or vaporization duration. In spray cooling, liquid sprays impinge on heated surfaces to facilitate
rapid cooling by undergoing phase change. The liquid deposits as a film and the phase change
occurs primarily in a nucleate boiling regime [82, 144]. The rate of cooling depends on the extent of
heat transfer between the wall and drop, and is controlled by the rate of vapor formation near the
wall [144]. In combustion sprays, multicomponent fuels such as gasoline or diesel fuel are injected
at high pressures to achieve improved fuel economy and lower exhaust emissions [39, 154]. These
injection pressures result in atomization of the liquid fuel into micrometer-scale droplets and allow
for desirable vaporization and mixing for optimal combustion. After injection, droplets span a
wide range of velocities and sizes. In certain operating conditions fuel drops can impinge on piston
surfaces. These wall temperatures vary periodically because of the changing operating speed and
load conditions, adding to the complexity of modeling spray-wall interactions. Variations in wall
temperature and the resulting drop-wall interaction can impact overall combustion performance
and pollutant emissions [94, 60, 93]. For example, increased unburned hydrocarbon emissions have
been attributed to the formation of a thin liquid film at the wall [93].
For combustion and spray cooling applications, both the liquid and wall properties control
the ultimate outcome of drop-wall interactions. Several dimensionless parameters have been used
to characterize the outcomes of drop-wall interactions. A number of studies have examined the
influence of the dimensionless Reynolds, Weber, and Ohnesorge numbers on the outcome of a drop






is defined as the ratio of inertial to viscous forces using the liquid density (ρ`), drop diameter (d0),
liquid viscosity (µ`), and the relative velocity at impact (U). The Ohnesorge number, which is the





with σ the liquid-vapor surface tension. From these, another dimensionless parameter, the Weber
number, can be formed describing the relative effect of fluid inertia and surface tension:




These parameters have been used successfully to establish regimes of drop-wall interaction using a
critical splashing parameter (Kc) with the form Kc = OhRe
n. Various correlations of this form have
been proposed by Stow and Hadfield [128], Mundo et al. [74], Cossali et al. [29], and van der Wal
[140]. These empirical relations successfully predict the onset of splashing for drops impacting a
cold wall, with small droplets produced at the perimeter of the expanding liquid film. In addition,
empirical correlations for drop spreading rate have been proposed with both We and Re. The
maximum liquid film spread on cold, dry walls has been shown to increase with increasing drop
momentum [59, 65, 118]. Correlations were established to quantify the influence of drop diameter,
liquid viscosity, and surface tension on the film spreading rate and maximum spread [118]. For
the same Weber number but different Reynold numbers, higher liquid viscosity and smaller drop
diameter (low Re) were shown to decrease the maximum spread. However, for the same Reynolds
number but increased Weber number, the relative increase in surface tension resulted in a reduction
in the total spread of the liquid film [118].
During the drop-wall interaction, differences in the drop surface temperature (Ts) and the wall
temperature (Tw) have also been shown to result in different outcomes. A number of studies report
variations in impact behavior depending on both the hydrodynamic regime and wall temperature
[17, 77, 61]. These outcomes can be grouped into four regimes based on the wall temperature
[54, 7, 76]:
• Film evaporation (Tw < Tsat)
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• Nucleate boiling (Tsat < Tw < TNukiyama)
• Transition boiling (TNukiyama < Tw < TLeidenfrost)
• Film boiling (Tw > TLeidenfrost)
Here, the wall temperature (Tw) and the liquid saturation temperature (Tsat) are well defined
for a pure fluid. For a given liquid and wall substrate, two other temperatures are reported in
the literature defining boundaries between the observed regimes: the Leidenfrost temperature,
corresponding to the temperature of minimum heat flux for a near-stationary drop (TLeidenfrost),
and the Nukiyama temperature, corresponding to the maximum heat flux (TNukiyama) [68].
In the case of film evaporation, where the temperature is below the liquid saturation tempera-
ture, the drop spreads on the solid surface and forms a thin liquid film which wets the wall. This
regime is characterized by slow evaporation of the liquid without the observation of bubble nucle-
ation at the wall. A previous study described the variation in maximum spreading rate and the
rate of recoil with wall temperature using n-heptane for a low impact Weber number of 43 [19].
However, this investigation was limited to a single component fuel, and the author recommended
the use of high-speed image sequences to capture the fast dynamics of drop spread and rebound
in future studies. Similar studies have examined the variation in spread factor for a range of wall
temperatures but have focused on single-component liquids at lower Weber numbers [19, 101, 100].
In the film evaporation regime (low temperature), the role of fuel composition on the spread and
recoil of the liquid film was examined recently [53]. In the study, the spreading of both single and
bicomponent fuel drops were comparable, and the vaporization times decreased with increasing
wall temperature [53].
As the wall temperature increases to the saturation temperature, a nucleate boiling regime is
observed, with bubbling/boiling phenomena beginning shortly after the drop impact. The onset
of the nucleate boiling regime is characterized by rapid vapor nucleation and the ejection of small-
scale droplets as bubbles emerge from the liquid surface. The wall serves as a site for heterogeneous
nucleation, and vapor bubbles formed at the wall-liquid interface dominate the vaporization. As
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the wall temperature continues to rise, the heat transfer rate to the drop is sufficient to cause
vaporization prior to the drop reaching the wall surface. Above a certain temperature, the formation
of a vapor layer results in rebound of the drop without direct contact between the liquid and the
wall surface, and this is referred to as a film boiling regime. This temperature is defined by a
minimum value of the heat flux between the wall and the drop and is referred to as the Leidenfrost
temperature (TLeidenfrost)[8, 117]. For low impact momentum, the drop will rebound without
breaking up. At higher impact momentum, breakup may take place, but vapor formation limits
direct liquid-wall contact [28].
Between the nucleate-boiling and film-boiling regimes, a transitional regime is observed where
evidence of a vapor layer is observed but direct liquid-wall contact still takes place. This period is of
interest as the rate of drop heating and morphology of the vaporizing liquid drop vary significantly
during the transition. An additional temperature can be used to describe the onset of this transition
boiling regime. The Nukiyama temperature (TNukiyama), as previously described, is defined by
the minimum time to completely vaporize a low-momentum drop. Few studies report transition
regimes for single and bicomponent fuel mixtures; therefore, there is a need to experimentally
identify boundaries for both single and bicomponent fuel mixtures.
In addition to high wall temperature, combustion and spray cooling applications may have
significant variations in drop velocity at the time of wall impact. As the drop impact velocity
varies for cold walls, characteristic outcomes range from deposition without splashing to deposition
with splashing. The outcomes have been summarized with regime diagrams by showing a Oh and
Re boundary between non-splashing and splashing outcomes. At elevated wall temperature, the
majority of prior studies have focused on low and moderate momentum drops impacting hot walls.
A number of studies have comprehensively identified disintegration limits for drops on hot walls
for a number of pure components [28, 70, 69]. In addition, the surface roughness amplitude has
been shown to decrease the disintegration of drops and generation of secondary droplets. Increased
roughness generates fewer secondary droplets, which is attributed to vapor formation in surface
roughness voids/valleys [70]. Moita et al. correlated secondary droplet size with the Sauter mean
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diameter, Weber number, and Reynolds number in the film boiling regime [69]. However, the
correlations established were only valid for surface roughnesses (Ra/d0) smaller than 2 × 10−3.
For larger surface roughnesses, the authors suggest additional investigations as insufficient data is
available in the literature to establish reliable correlations.
In this paper, we examine the combined role of fluid dynamics and physical properties in the
interaction of single drops with hot walls. This paper presents the results of drop-wall impact
for single-component, bicomponent, and multicomponent liquid mixtures with a range of boiling
points temperatures. The outcome of the drop-wall impact is characterized for a range of Weber
number (27–800) and wall temperatures (25–300 ◦C) spanning cold ambient wall conditions to high
temperature wall conditions typical of combustor surfaces. The drop wall impact is characterized
phenomenologically, and regime maps are presented for the single-component fuels. Subsequently,
the impact of bicomponent drops consisting of n-heptane and n-decane are examined to characterize
the role of the volatile component in the timescale and outcome of the drop-wall impact. Results
are presented in regime diagrams, indicating the demarcation between different physical outcomes.
Finally, the behaviors of typical multicomponent fuel drops are presented and compared with those
of the bicomponent surrogate mixtures.
3.3 Experimental Setup
This section presents details of the experimental setup and procedures and gives a description
of image processing routines.
Drop generation and imaging setup
A schematic of the high-speed backlit imaging setup is shown in Figure 5.1 consisting of the
high speed camera, drop generator, and optics. A 1500-grit ground glass diffuser and a halogen
lamp (500 W) were used for back illumination of the drops. A variable volume pipette (10–
300 µL) was used to generate drops. The height of the pipette was changed to vary the impact
velocity and corresponding Weber number. The pipette generated a single drop of approximately
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1.8-mm diameter. During the drop impact, image sequences were recorded with a high-speed
complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor camera (CMOS, Photron FASTCAM SA-X2). Images
were obtained using a Nikon 105-mm focal length lens and 32 mm extension. The field of view and
depth of field in these studies were 24 × 22 mm2 and 22 mm, respectively. Images were captured at
a rate of 20 kHz and with a shutter exposure of 48 µs, yielding a frame size of 1020 × 672 pixels2.
The imaging system results in a magnification of 19 µm per pixel. Images of the drop-wall impact
were recorded from the side with the stage height set to the center of the frame.
Figure 3.1 (a) Schematic of high-speed backlit imaging setup used to record impact se-
quences at 20 kHz. (b) Interferometric surface profile measurement of the
stainless-steel test surface.
After generation, the drop accelerated through ambient air onto a heated steel substrate (34×34
mm2) held on a ceramic hot plate (171×171 mm2) to obtain surface temperatures from 30 ◦C to 540
◦C. The surface temperature was monitored for each test using a 3.175-mm K-type thermocouple
with a tolerance of 2.2 ◦C (ASTM E230-ANSI). To ensure even heating of the test substrate, the
surface temperature was measured at three different locations on the test substrate for each wall
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temperature set point. Thermocouples were in direct surface contact, and the locations consisted
of the point of impact and two locations approximately 3 mm from the impact location. All image
sequences were captured when the surface temperature had reached the desired steady-state value.
Stainless steel(SS 304) was used as a test substrate due to high resistance to thermal defor-
mation. The surface roughness was controlled using blast media treatment. The roughness of the
test surfaces was measured using an 3D optical surface profiler (Zygo, NewView 7100) and the
roughness of the substrate surface is shown in Figure 5.1(b). The measured Rz and Ra values for
were 7.43 µm and 1.25 µm, respectively. Rz is the sum of the average peak values of tallest and
lowest valleys from a mean line across the test substrate. Ra is the mean the amplitude across the
measured line.
For the calculation of Weber numbers at impact, which will be used throughout the results,
properties for the mixtures are estimated from the NIST REFPROP at a temperature of 21 ◦C
[57]. Properties for the mixtures are calculated in REFPROP using data from Lemmon et al. and
Rolo et al. [57, 105]
Image processing
Image processing was implemented in MATLAB and used for measurement of the spread of the
liquid film upon impact and the size of droplets resulting from secondary breakup. The image pro-
cessing routine consisted of a normalization using a background image, followed by edge detection
and measurement. In order to establish a consistent timebase across sequences, the time of impact
was determined by tracking the centroid location relative to the surface. The time of impact is
defined as the time when the centroid location of the drop reached a position equal to the drop
radius. The drop velocity and diameter for each event were measured by identifying the centroid
and extent in the 20 frames prior to impact. A Canny algorithm [15] is used to identify the edges
of the drops and spread of the liquid film along the wall. Before applying the Canny algorithm, the
image of the liquid film spread is background-subtracted, cropped, and dilated. After identifying
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the objects and edges in the image, the object with largest area is selected. The spread is defined
as the total horizontal extent of the drop, as determined by this object.
Figure 3.2 Sample image processing sequence. (a) Raw image showing secondary breakup
of n-heptane for Tw = 300
◦C. (b) Background-subtracted and filtered image.
(c) Edge detection result using a Canny algorithm.
A second routine was implemented in MATLAB to measure the secondary droplet number and
size distribution after film breakup. The normalized image is subtracted from the background
image, cropped, and filtered using a Gaussian kernel prior to edge detection (Figure 3.2a, b). The
Canny algorithm is applied after dilation to identify the edges of the secondary droplets (Figure
3.2c). The centroid, major axis, minor axis, solidity, and effective diameter of the identified objects
are measured for each detected object. In order to reliably detect single drops, the ratio of the
major to minor axis is considered. Selecting objects with axes ratios of dmax/dmin < 2 in the routine
ensures that the detected objects are approximately spherical and limits many of the overlapping
droplets. Overlapping objects are challenging in image detection, so the reported droplet diameter
distributions are made late in time, after the secondary drops have separated. The detected droplets
are limited to sizes larger than approximately 50 µm. The system resolution was limited due to
the necessity of capturing a relatively large field of view and depth of field. As with all imaging
experiments, identification of drops can suffer from several potential biases. These include the
fairly to detect small drops due to image magnification or the inability to resolve these drops.
In processing, we intentionally limited the smallest detectable size to 50 µm due to the system
resolution. In addition, droplets in different planes may overlap, leading to undercounting or biases
in the detected size. Finally, additional biases may exist if drops are non-spherical. Overall, these
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biases are relatively minor, but we limit the cases where sizes are measured directly to situations
where the overall drop density is low enough so that shadowing is minor and drops are far from
the wall.
Test parameters and sample information
Liquids included in these test consist of single-component representative hydrocarbons (n-
heptane and n-decane) and bicomponent mixtures of these alkanes. Typical multicomponent fuels
(gasoline, #2 diesel) have wide ranges of molecular weights and boiling points—potentially leading
to complex behavior during impact with hot walls. As an example, the light and middle distillate
fractions of a representative 91 AI gasoline consist mainly of alkanes [121]. The distillation curves
of gasoline and diesel fuels used in the experiments are provided in the supplementary section.
The distillation characteristics have been obtained using ASTM D86 test method [51]. The test
consists of a 100 mL batch distillation at atmospheric pressure, during which the condensed volume
is measured. The final result is expressed as percent recovered versus temperature.
In the studies presented, two alkanes were chosen which span the typical distillation fraction
of gasoline. N-heptane serves as a low molecular weight/low-boiling point surrogate (at 20% of
the distillation) with a boiling point of 98.5 ◦C. Furthermore, in modeling studies n-heptane is a
well-accepted representative of gasoline [151, 153]. N-Decane is a high boiling point alkane (174.5
◦C) and is miscible with n-heptane, allowing a homogeneous binary mixture spanning a range of
fuel-relevant boiling points. Binary mixtures were varied from 0–100 % n-heptane by volume to
allow study of the fuel composition effects on drop-wall impact. As previously described, wall
temperatures are varied from 21–300 ◦C to span the nucleate boiling and film boiling regimes.
These temperatures also span typically operating conditions in internal combustion engines. For
example, piston crown temperatures of 300 ◦C have been reported for full load conditions [13, 89].
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3.4 Results
The outcome of experimental studies with fluids ranging from single-component to multicompo-
nent fuels are compared for a range of impact Weber numbers on a dry heated wall. First, n-heptane
is examined to establish distinct regimes as a function of wall temperature and the impact Weber
number. Spread measurements with varying Weber number are presented, but these are limited to
moderate wall temperatures before significant rebound and film boiling effects are evident. Using
the regimes identified for single component drops, the role of the volatile component in a mixture
of n-heptane and n-decane is examined. The size and number of secondary droplets generated for
these cases are characterized for a range of mixtures. Finally, the impact of typical multicomponent
fuels (gasoline and diesel) are discussed.
3.4.1 Impact of a pure single-component liquid (n-heptane)
The impact of single-component liquids with hot walls was extensively studied to characterize
impact regimes, but some representative sequences are selected here for both varying wall temper-
ature and varying impact velocity. Figure 3.3 shows the outcomes for a range of wall temperatures
(27, 100, 200, and 300 ◦C) for two conditions: low momentum impact with We = 27 and higher
momentum impact with We = 664. Velocities of the n-heptane drops at impact are 0.8± 0.1 m/s,
and 3.8 ± 0.2 m/s, respectively where the listed bounds reflect the experimental variation over a
number of impact events.
A single drop-wall impact event is depicted in each horizontal row of frames in Figure 3.3. For
the We = 27 cases depicted in panel (a), the evolution is fairly slow and the time snapshots shown
range from 2 ms after initial contact to 40 ms after initial contact. Examining the low-temperature
case, at a wall temperature of 27 ◦C, the drop initially deposits as a liquid film on the wall surface
and spreads to a maximum extent by 20 ms. As the wall temperature increases to 100 ◦C, near the
saturation temperature of n-heptane (98.5 ◦C), the thin liquid film spreads to a maximum extent
and then recoils slightly. After 40 ms, the liquid film undergoes nucleate boiling, as evident from
the intense droplet ejections observed (not depicted).
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Figure 3.3 Comparison of droplet impact sequences of n-heptane for (a) Weber number of
27 and (b) Weber number of 664 at wall temperatures ranging from ambient
to above the Leidenfrost temperature.
Continuing to increase the wall temperature (Tw) results in total rebound of the drop at ap-
proximately 200 ◦C. This defines a Leidenfrost temperature for n-heptane of ∼200 ◦C, consistent
with the results of Chandra et al.[19] for n-heptane at a Weber number of 43. In the Figure 3.3,
the drop occasionally breaks up into a few fragments at Tw = 200
◦C, but at significantly elevated
wall temperatures (Tw = 300
◦C), a complete rebound of the drop takes place with no additional
breakup. Figure 3.3(b) represents the outcomes for the same range of wall temperatures, but for
an impact Weber number of 664. This impact velocity is moderate, so for cold wall conditions,
no splashing is observed. However, increasing the wall temperature to the identified Leidenfrost
temperature shows a significant change in behavior: first, splashing is observed at the edge of the
spreading liquid film; second, the liquid film undergoes rapid breakup into a series of much smaller
droplets which remain cushioned from the wall by vapor formation. Note that this occurs rapidly as
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compared to the sequences shown in Figure 3.3(a), with splashing at the liquid film edge initiating
prior to 2 ms and film breakup complete by 6 ms. Comparing the low and moderate We sequences
at elevated wall temperature, increasing the impact momentum results in rapid spreading of the
liquid film. At high wall temperatures, this results in vapor formation below a thin liquid film, and
the subsequent film breakup occurs within a few milliseconds.
As exhibited in the sequences of Figure 3.3(b), there are two characteristic formation mecha-
nisms for secondary droplets during impact on a heated surface for n-heptane. Initially, secondary
droplets are formed during a splashing event. These droplets are formed at the edge of the spread-
ing liquid film, and can be termed corona splashing at the case shown: We = 664 at Tw = 200
and 300 ◦C, where prompt splashing has occurred prior to the frames shown at 2 ms in 3.3(b).
The size of the secondary droplets formed due to prompt and corona splashing is notably smaller
than those formed due to liquid film disintegration. Rioboo et al. also reported secondary droplet
formation from splashing on dry cold walls at intermediate and high impact drop velocities [102].
For n-heptane, both prompt and corona splashing occur at wall temperatures well above the sat-
uration temperature and at or above the Leidenfrost temperature (where rebound is observed for
low-momentum drops).
After the initial splash, a liquid film spreads on the wall, but the higher momentum results
in a thin liquid film (e.g. at 2 ms in Figure 3.3(b)). For higher wall temperatures, this liquid
film begins to undergo breakup into secondary drops. At high wall temperatures, the film breakup
occurs as rapid vapor formation at the liquid-wall interface results in a vapor cushion. Here, growth
of instabilities can be considered as a shear layer instability with air on the upper liquid surface,
and a thin vapor film on the lower surface. The growth of instabilities in free liquid sheets in air
were examined first by Squire, who established a criterion for instability based on Weber number,
We > 1, where the Weber number is defined by the relative velocity of the liquid film U and
film height h as We = ρlU
2h/σ [124]. Clark, Dombrowski, and Taylor extended this analysis to
the prediction of sinusoidal waves and showed good agreement in breakup lengths for conical and
planar liquid sheets from spray nozzles [27]. Rangel and Sirignano analytically and computationally
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showed the existence of two distinct length scales related to dilational and sinous wave growth [90].
Here, the liquid film is spreading and the stability criteria established previously indicates a region
of liquid film breakup [90]. During the breakup of the liquid film/sheet, the continuous formation
of vapor near the hot wall results in the levitation of the liquid film. The mechanism of liquid
film levitation on a hot substrate is explained by Roisman et al. [104]. After the drop impact,
the outer part of the liquid levitates first as the liquid/vapor interface continues to expand away
from the center of the liquid film. At this instant, most of the heat flux from the wall contributes
towards evaporation of the liquid sheet. Bubbles grow, coalesce, and form a continuous layer of
vapor between the liquid film and the hot wall [104, 139]. This vapor flow separates the film
into wetted and non-wetted (levitating ) areas. Constant heat flux from the wall in the wetted
area continuous to evaporate, developing a thermal boundary layer within the film. The liquid
film/lamella detaches from the wall and levitates when the thermal boundary layer within the film
reaches the free surface of the liquid film [104]. During the levitation of the liquid film, both sheet
breakup and ligament breakup result in the formation of secondary droplets.
The results of n-heptane impacting on a dry, heated wall are summarized for a range of Weber
number and wall temperature conditions in Figure 3.4. The regime diagram shows a series of
symbols along with a corresponding legend showing phenomenological classification. To summarize,
first consider the behavior at low Weber number (We < 100). As described previously, at low wall
temperatures (Tw < Tsat), the drop contacts the wall and deposits, spreading into a thin liquid
film. This liquid film has some maximum spread extent, and may ultimately recoil as the drop
momentum dissipates through viscous losses at the wall and surface tension causes a return to a
more spherical shape. As the wall temperature reaches and exceeds the saturation temperature
(Tw > Tsat), the drop begins spreading on the wall, but significant bubble nucleation takes place
and a fine cloud of droplets may be ejected from the liquid surface as these nucleation bubbles grow
and collapse. Finally, at elevated wall temperature (Tw > TLeidenfrost) for the low We case, there
is rapid vapor formation near the wall, and the drop recoils and rebounds as a single drop from the
wall. This is characterized as a Leidenfrost effect, and for consistency with much of the literature,
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we refer to a Leidenfrost temperature as the point where these low-velocity drops rebound, although
the strict definition considers purely heat transfer rates for near-stationary drops.
For higher impact momentum (We > 100) several additional phenomena are observed. For the
results presented for cold wall conditions, the outcome remains deposition up to the maximum of
We = 700. As the work of Chandra et al. and Rioboo et al. has shown, continuing to increase We
on cold walls leads to splashing [19, 100]. For increasing wall temperature, similar nucleate boiling
phenomena are observed for Tsat < Tw < TLeidenfrost, where the Leidenfrost temperature is that
of the near-stationary drop. Near the Leidenfrost temperature, the film tends to breakup (deemed
disintegration), but there is still no evidence of splashing. Finally, for the highest wall temperatures,
two distinct mechanisms for breakup of the primary drop are observed, as detailed previously. First,
prompt splashing (or corona splashing) leads to small secondary drop production; and second,
the liquid film disintegrates. The following sections will detail this disintegration behavior with
attention to the role of the Leidenfrost temperature and the boiling point of the liquid. One
additional note is the presence of a dynamic Leidenfrost temperature, previously explained by Yao
et al. and Castanet et al. [148, 16].
To examine the rate of spreading of the liquid film for n-heptane drops, a number of cases are
shown in Figure 3.5. Here, the spread factor (x/d0) is determined from the maximum extent of the
liquid feature measured following the edge detection procedure outlined in the description of the
experiment. Note that x is the distance between the two extreme ends of the liquid film spread.
From left to right, the panels of Figure 3.5 show the extent of spreading during impact normalized
by the initial drop diameter for wall temperatures of 27◦C, 100◦C and 150◦C, respectively. Here,
the increase in impact momentum is shown for representative impacts corresponding to Weber
numbers of 27–664. For the highest wall temperature shown, 150 ◦C, the maximum We shown is
limited to 105, as above this splashing takes place and the measurement of the spread of an intact
liquid film is unclear. In each case, the extent of maximum spreading occurs earlier with higher We.
From the time-resolved measurement, the maximum extent for a low We = 27 case occurs near 10
ms, while for We = 664, the maximum extent occurs around 4 ms. For wall temperatures of 27
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Figure 3.4 The outcomes of n-heptane drops impacting a dry, heated wall are summa-
rized for varying Weber number and wall temperature. At low temperature,
the drops deposit on the wall without splashing. As the wall temperature
increases, nucleate boiling and film breakup are observed. This is followed
by rebound phenomena characterized by intact drop rebound at low We and
prompt splashing and liquid film breakup at We > 100.
and 100 ◦C, the recoil (decrease in maximum spread) is minimal over the 10 ms interval shown.
These results indicate that predominant effects such as the spread of the liquid film are minimally
impacted by changes in the liquid properties (e.g. liquid viscosity, surface tension). At elevated
wall temperatures, approaching the point where Leidenfrost behavior is evident, the recoil of the
drop becomes more prominent, and comparing 150 ◦C to 27 ◦C, the liquid film never reaches the
maximum extent observed for the cold wall impact.
The spread factor for three different mixture compositions is shown in Figure 3.6 at wall temper-
atures of 27 ◦C and 100 ◦C for the same moderate Weber number of ∼484. In the film evaporation
regime (Tw = 27
◦C), the decrease in the concentration of n-heptane reduces the maximum spread.
This moderate difference we attribute to the variation in surface tension of the liquid, as n-heptane
has a reduced surface tension. At 20 ◦C, surface tension of n-decane is approximately 21 % higher
than n-heptane [105]. For elevated wall temperature (100 ◦C), the difference between mixtures
is further reduced. As can be seen by comparing Figures 3.5 and 3.6, the Weber number varia-
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Figure 3.5 Comparison of spread factor of n-heptane at Weber numbers of 27–664 at wall
temperatures of (a) 27 ◦C and (b) 100 ◦C. (c) Comparison of spread factor of
n-heptane at surface temperature of 150 ◦C and Weber numbers of 27–105.
tion leads to much larger differences in the spreading rate and maximum spread than the mixture
variation.
Figure 3.6 Comparison of spread factor for n-heptane, a 50/50 mixture of n-heptane and
n-decane, and n-decane is shown for a Weber number of 484 at wall tempera-
tures of (a) 27 ◦C and (b) 100 ◦C.
3.4.2 Impact of bicomponent drops (n-heptane and n-decane)
For bicomponent mixtures, the experimental results presented are focused on the aspects of the
liquid film, rather than the onset of splashing. As a result, consideration of a range of We regimes
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gives a representative view. At low We (< 100), the results of the addition of a n-heptane to
n-decane show little phenomenological difference with that of the pure n-decane. The predominant
effects are the earlier onset of a Leidenfrost effect (rebound). As mentioned in the experimental
discussion, the Weber numbers are estimated for ambient temperature conditions, and the mixture
variation leads to a Weber number variation of 10% or less for the same impact velocity.
At moderate Weber number, the spreading of the liquid film results in additional unique behav-
ior for a bicomponent mixtures. Considering the representative sequences in Figure 3.7, a range of
mixtures are shown spanning from pure n-decane to pure n-heptane, from left to right. The cases
shown are at a wall temperature of 200 ◦C and We = 484. This wall temperature would be clas-
sified as below the Leidenfrost point for n-decane , but above the Leidenfrost point for n-heptane
(200 ◦C). As a result, there is a transition between the two sets of phenomenological behaviors
as the mixture concentration is varied from 0 to 100% n-heptane. For pure n-decane, the drop
deposits, spreads as a thin liquid film, but exhibits no secondary drop formation either through
splashing (prompt) or film breakup (delayed). With the addition of 30% n-heptane by volume,
there is a distinct change in outcome: a small amount of splashing is evident, nucleate-boiling-like
phenomena are observed by the small atomized drops at 3.7 ms, and a film breakup occurs in the
liquid film by 10 ms, although the resulting droplets do not appear to be vapor-cushioned but
stay attached to the wall. By increasing the more volatile n-heptane concentration to 50% and
60%, several phenomena become more prominent. First, splashing during initial impact is much
more prevalent, promoted (as seen in pure components) by the formation of the vapor layer near
the surface. Second, film breakup occurs within a few milliseconds. Third, increasing the volatile
concentration increases the rebound height of the collection of drops after film breakup.
These results are summarized for a particular Weber number with varying wall temperature
(Tw = 27–300
◦C) and bicomponent concentrations (0–100% n-heptane) in the regime diagram of
Figure 3.8. At low wall temperature, deposition and spreading occurs for all bicomponent mixtures.
As the wall temperature exceeds the boiling point of the volatile component (n-heptane), nucleate
boiling is evident. For mixtures from 30–100% n-heptane, nucleate boiling phenomena are evident
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Figure 3.7 Comparison of drop impact sequences of n-heptane, 60% v/v heptane, 50% v/v
heptane, 30% v/v heptane, n-decane in the Weber number range of 425–484
and at surface temperature of 200 ◦C.
well below the n-decane saturation temperature. Increasing the wall temperature further promotes
film breakup, but these outcomes again depend on the concentration. The higher concentration of
n-heptane results in earlier film breakup, as well as increasing the distance of secondary drops upon
rebound. The addition of the low-boiling point volatile compound at 30–70% leads to outcomes
much closer that that of the pure n-heptane and effectively shifts vaporization-driven behavior.
These outcomes indicate the importance of vapor formation effects in multicomponent fuels, even
in cases where a significant volume fraction of fuel is well below the Leidenfrost temperature for
significant fractions of the mixture (n-decane).
From the high-speed sequences of these bicomponent drop-wall impacts, the film breakup phe-
nomena shows significant variation across mixtures. In order to evaluate the effect of mixture on
the size and number of drops formed by film breakup, the Sauter mean diameter (d32/d0) is deter-
mined from image sequences. As introduced by Sauter [108, 56], the Sauter mean diameter defines











Figure 3.8 Characterization of regimes for impact of bicomponent n-heptane/n-decane
drops impacting walls for a moderate Weber number range of (We = 425−484)
for wall temperatures ranging from 27–300 ◦C. Increasing the volatile concen-
tration (n-heptane) results in a transition to a nucleate boiling and then liquid
film disintegration at lower wall temperature relative to pure n-decane.
Figure 3.9 shows the Sauter mean diameter (d32/d0) normalized by the initial drop size for the two
pure component fuels for a wall temperature of 300 ◦C and We = 484. The results presented are
limited to high wall temperature cases where a direct comparison in secondary droplet sizes can be
made for all bicomponent mixtures. At moderate temperatures (e.g. 200 ◦C, shown in Figures 3.7
and 3.8) the regime shift is prominent, and in some cases no film breakup occurs. Taking this into
consideration, the evolution of the normalized Sauter mean diameter for n-heptane and n-decane is
shown in Figure 3.9 for time instants from 4–15 ms after initial wall contact. Figure 3.9 shows an
increase in the normalized SMD ratio for both n-heptane and n-decane followed by a near-steady
value by 15 ms. At each time-instant, the spread shows the range of measured normalized SMD over
10 independent sequences, with the 25–75% range shown as the filled bars and the mean indicated
by the horizontal line. The late-time behavior shows a consistently higher normalized SMD of 0.17
for n-decane, compared to the 0.15 value for n-heptane.
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At the late stage of film breakup, the drop size distribution is a function of the composition of
the bicomponent mixtures. This is shown in Figure 3.10 for a range of bicomponent mixtures, where
the range of normalized Sauter mean diameter is shown at the time instant of 15 ms after the initial
drop contact when the SMD reaches a quasi-steady state value. Here, the mean is indicated by the
horizontal line, with the box representing the 25–75% range of normalized SMD for measurements
from 10 independent events. As the amount of volatile component (n-heptane) decreases from
100% to 0%, d32/d0 increases. The addition of 5% n-decane to n-heptane has little influence on the
Sauter mean diameter (SMD), but SMD increases by 10–12% when the volume fraction of n-decane
is increased to 95%. This outcome implies that Sauter mean diameter of the secondary droplets is
a function of low volatile component concentration in a bicomponent fuel mixture. As explained
previously in section 3.1, the mechanism of thin liquid film levitation and its disintegration into
secondary droplets depend on the vaporization of the wetted area of the spreading liquid film. For
bicomponent fuel mixtures with a higher percentage of low volatile component (n-decane in our
case), the vaporization rate is lower and results in slower evolution of vapor layer between the hot
wall and the thin liquid film. As vapor around the levitating liquid film plays an important role
in the disintegration of the liquid sheet into secondary droplets, SMD for mixtures with a higher
percentage of n-decane are higher.
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Figure 3.9 Evolution of the normalized Sauter mean diameter of the secondary droplets
for impact of n-heptane and n-decane at We = 484. Bars indicate the middle
50% and the mean over multiple events is indicated by the horizontal lines.
Both fuels show a stationary distribution after approximately 10 ms.
Figure 3.10 Variation of the normalized Sauter mean diameter of the secondary droplets
following impact on a hot wall (Tw = 300
◦C, We = 484) at 15 ms.
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3.4.3 Impact of multicomponent fuel drops (gasoline and diesel)
Following the characterization of bicomponent drop-wall impact, the behavior of two typical
multicomponent commercial fuels were examined. Figure 3.11 shows impact sequences for a com-
mercial blend of gasoline fuel at Weber number of 484 for wall temperatures spanning from 21–300
◦C. For typical gasoline blends, the 10–80% volume fraction distillation corresponds to boiling
points from 65–175 ◦C [121]. The actual range of saturation temperature can vary based on lo-
cation and the refinery source, but the composition of the fuel used in these studies is detailed in
the supplementary material. Examining the time sequences of gasoline drops impacting the dry
wall indicates for general regimes, as was observed in the bicomponent mixtures. Between the
wall temperature of 21 and 50 ◦C, a liquid film deposits and spreads, reaching a steady spreading
extent after approximately 100 ms. Increasing the wall temperature between 100–150 ◦C shows
a regime similar in qualitative appearance to nucleate boiling. Here, fine atomization takes place
within a few milliseconds, but the liquid film remains for a significant duration (∼100 ms). Further
increase in the wall temperature begin to show vaporization-driven phenomena: prompt splashing
and film breakup. From the representative sequence at 160 ◦C, prompt splashing and film breakup
are evident, although drops from film breakup remain attached to the surface (characterized as a
transition regime). The surface contact is shown explicitly by the presence of nucleation-induced
atomization for this sequence. Increasing the temperature to 170 ◦C, the events are comparable
to the film boiling (Tw > TLeidenfrost) observed in single-component interactions and in bicompo-
nent mixtures. With higher wall temperature, prompt splashing becomes more prominent, and
secondary droplets formed from film breakup increase in velocity away from the wall.
Figure 3.12 shows a representative set of sequences for the impact of diesel fuel drops at a
comparable Weber number of 484 and for wall temperatures in the range of 21–380 ◦C. Diesel fuel
blends have typical volume fraction distillations at higher distillation temperature than gasoline:
10–80% by volume corresponding to boiling points between 245–325 ◦C [123]. The impact sequences
of diesel fuel can be similarly classified as film evaporation, nucleate boiling, transition, and film
boiling regimes. Small-scale, prominent droplet ejections characterize the nucleate boiling regime
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Figure 3.11 Comparison of drop-wall impact sequences of gasoline fuel on for a Weber
number of 484 and wall temperature range of 21–380 ◦C.
Figure 3.12 Comparison of drop-wall impact sequences of diesel fuel on for a Weber number
of 484 and wall temperature range of 21–380 ◦C.
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at a wall temperature of 300 ◦C. Disintegration modes similar to those observed for bicomponent
mixtures are present for wall temperatures of 320 and 380 ◦C, with significant drop contact with
the wall evident at 320 ◦C. At the highest wall temperature (Tw = 380
◦C), the vapor formation
results in significant rebound velocities as vaporization effects dominate the secondary droplet
motion. The wall temperatures for which these regimes are observed are consistently higher than
those observed for gasoline, as expected due to the higher temperature distillation curve of typical
diesel fuel blends. This is consistent to the offset in regime observed with increasing n-decane
concentration in the bicomponent mixtures for a wall temperature of 200 ◦C and Weber number of
484 (Figure 3.7). In general, the impact sequences for diesel drops take place on a longer timescales
than gasoline–attributed to the comparable thermal transport timescales and higher saturation
temperature of high molecular-weight components of diesel fuel.
3.5 Conclusions
In this paper, the role of liquid composition is characterized during the impact of the drops with
hot walls. High-speed imaging sequences are used to characterize the regimes of drop-wall impact for
single-component, bicomponent, and multicomponent liquid compositions relevant to combustors.
For single component n-heptane drops, the onset of splashing and liquid film breakup are observed
at elevated wall temperatures and Weber numbers approximately 200. The impact outcomes of
bicomponent mixtures are also characterized for moderate Weber number. These results are used
to generate a regime diagram with varying wall temperature and n-heptane concentration. The
increase of the volatile liquid content is shown to promote rebound of drops and the promotion of
liquid film disintegration at lower wall temperatures.
The regimes identified for bicomponent liquid mixtures are compared with the results for con-
ventional multicomponent (commercial) liquid fuels, and the classified regimes are shown to be
comparable to those identified for the well-defined bicomponent liquid mixtures. The experimental
identification of regime boundaries and characterization of droplet sizes from prompt splashing
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and film breakup will enable validation of detailed spray-wall and drop-wall models essential for
predicting the performance of combustion performance.
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CHAPTER 4. LEIDENFROST BEHAVIOR IN DROP-WALL IMPACTS AT
COMBUSTOR-RELEVANT AMBIENT PRESSURES
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4.1 Abstract
Liquid-fueled combustion systems demand optimal performance over a range of operating
conditions—requiring predictable fuel injection events, spray breakup, and vaporization across a
range of temperatures and pressures. In direct injection combustors, these sprays impinge directly
on combustion chamber surfaces. Although the outcome of fuel droplets impacting a wall is primar-
ily driven by the wall temperature and the Leidenfrost effect, the shifting liquid-vapor saturation
point with pressure may influence the droplet-wall heat transfer rate and transition from nucleate
to film boiling. In this paper, the role of ambient pressure on the droplet impact regimes, spread-
ing rate, and droplet rebound velocity during impact are explored for representative low boiling
point and high boiling point pure hydrocarbon liquids (n-heptane and n-decane). High-speed image
sequences of the drop-wall impact were acquired for ambient pressures of 1–20 bar and wall temper-
atures ranging from 35–300 ◦C with a drop Weber number of ∼50. Droplet impact sequences were
recorded using a high-speed CMOS camera and were processed to measure the droplet spread,
droplet rebound velocity and track the droplet centroid motion. Results show that the shifting
saturation point with pressure moves the film boiling regime to higher wall temperature. The tran-
sition period between the nucleate boiling and the film boiling regime decreases with an increase in
ambient pressure. The regime diagram, and quantitative comparison of liquid film spread, droplet
rebound can be used to develop models to simulate drop wall interaction at high ambient pressures.
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4.2 Introduction
Gas-turbine combustors and internal combustion engines operate over a range of high ambient
pressure and temperature conditions. In compression-ignition systems (Diesel), typical in-cylinder
pressures vary from 35–150 bar during the compression cycle and piston wall temperatures range
from 200–300 ◦C [4]. Similarly, in gas turbines, chamber pressure and temperature vary from
10–50 bar [106]. In these combustors, fuels such as gasoline, diesel, or aviation kerosene (Jet-
A) are typically multicomponent and are injected at high pressure to achieve rapid mixing and
combustion–necessary for high fuel economy and cycle efficiency. These high-pressure injections
result in rapid atomization of liquid fuel into microscale droplets and ensure high surface to volume
ratio for optimal vaporization, mixing, and heat release [56, 35]. Following injection, droplets
travel at a range of velocities to impinge on the hot valve stem (indirect fuel injection) or piston
crown walls (direct fuel injection). The outcome of the spray impingement on walls across a range
of temperatures and ambient pressures can significantly influence the ultimate air-fuel mixture
quality, as individual droplets may wet the wall, rebound, or breakup upon impact. The ultimate
rebound or deposition of these drops on the combustor wall can also play a significant role in the
overall pollutant emissions from the combustor. For cold-start operation, the formation of a thin
fuel film on the inlet valve surface or piston crown top has been shown to contribute to unburned
hydrocarbon emissions in the engine exhaust [56, 64]. Understanding the drop-wall impact dynamics
and ultimate outcomes is necessary to establish predictive modeling capabilities for the full range
of ambient pressure and wall temperature conditions.
Accurate prediction of spray vaporization, the wall heat flux, and pollutant production in spray
combustion systems requires detailed simulations capturing the liquid atomization and spray-wall
interaction [71, 116]. Simulation of sprays in combustion and spray cooling systems is typically
under-resolved, and submodels are often incorporated to deal with drop-wall outcomes. For ex-
ample, criteria for the droplet splashing has been parameterized as a function of the Ohnesorge
and Weber number [74, 140] and the dynamic Leidenfrost temperature based on Weber number
and thermal-fluid parameters[61], but these have been limited to atmospheric pressure. Engineer-
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ing spray models currently do not incorporate pressure-based scaling for drop-wall outcomes, and
experimental validation data sets to establish submodels are currently limited in availability.
Prior drop-wall interaction studies have classified impact outcomes at atmospheric pressure, but
at relevant combustor operating conditions the density is ∼50 kg m−3 and there are corresponding
shifts in the saturation temperature and enthalpy of vaporization of the liquid fuel. As a result,
the dynamics of drop breakup and rebound may not be well-represented by atmospheric-pressure
studies. To consider the effects of pressure, it is useful to examine the variation of physical properties
with changing ambient pressure. The non-dimensional parameters typically used to characterize






describes the ratio of inertial to viscous forces acting on the drop, where physical quantities are the
liquid density (ρf ), the initial drop diameter (d0), the liquid viscosity (µf ), and the relative velocity
at impact (U0). Another important non-dimensional number is the Ohnesorge number, which is the






where σ is the liquid-vapor surface tension. The third non-dimensional parameter commonly used
in classifying drop-wall interactions is the Weber number, which describes the relative effects of the
liquid drop inertia and surface tension. It can be expressed in terms of Oh and Re as






Over the ambient pressure range under study here (1–20 bar), the variation in Weber number due
to surface tension, liquid viscosity, and liquid density is approximately 8%, with a variation of ∼14
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% surface tension reduction. As a result, the shift in the ambient vapor density and the heat of
vaporization may dominate liquid physical property variation.
Drop-wall impact outcomes on high temperature walls have been examined for a number of
fluids and impact conditions, allowing classification into a small number of distinct outcome regimes
[7, 125, 11, 6, 21, 136]. These regimes can be classified into those where vapor formation at the
wall limits liquid-wall contact and may result in rebound (i.e., Leidenfrost effects), cases where the
drop wets the wall, and cases where the drop momentum is sufficient to drive secondary breakup
and atomization. Splashing and drop breakup occurs for sufficiently high impact velocity at both
low and high wall temperature [7, 149, 29]. To summarize the classification of impact regimes
previously identified at atmospheric pressure, four distinct categories have been identified for a
single fluid and fixed saturation temperature [54]. By comparing fluid-specific temperature points
with the wall temperature, these are classified as film evaporation (Tw < Tsat); nucleate boiling
(Tsat < Tw < TNukiyama); transition boiling (TNukiyama < Tw < TL); and film boiling (Tw > TL).
Here, Tw is the wall temperature and Tsat is the liquid saturation temperature. TL is the Leidenfrost
temperature corresponding to the temperature of minimum heat flux for a near-stationary drop,
and TNukiyama corresponds to the maximum heat flux [68]. In the film evaporation regime, where
the wall temperature is below the saturation temperature, the droplet spreads on the surface and
forms a thin liquid film [21, 19]. As the wall temperature increases to the saturation temperature,
small-scale droplets are ejected from the surface of the liquid film as the result of bubble formation at
wall nucleation sites, defining the nucleate boiling regime. The film boiling regime is characterized
by the presence of a vapor layer between the hot wall and the liquid film. At low impact velocities
the drop recoils and rebounds, but at higher impact velocities secondary droplets are generated
due to prompt/corona splashing and disintegration of the vapor-cushioned liquid film on a hot wall
[20, 29, 19, 104].
These outcomes are the result of complex interplay of thermal, fluid and momentum parame-
ters. For n-alkane hydrocarbons, increasing ambient pressure both elevates the liquid saturation
temperature while the enthalpy of vaporization decreases. As the drop approaches the hot wall,
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nucleation takes place if the drop wets the wall, or for sufficiently high wall temperatures, rapid
formation of a vapor layer limits liquid-wall contact. The role of conductive heat transfer, fluid
parameters such as surface tension and liquid viscosity, liquid-gas phase change, drop momentum,
material properties, and fuel composition have been examined in detail [21, 29, 19, 8, 53, 104].
However, a limited number of studies have examined the effect ambient pressure on these outcomes
[132, 49, 38, 12].
The studies of Temple et al. [132], Hiroyasu et al.[49], and Emmerson and Snoek[38] examined
the vaporization and Leidenfrost point behavior of pure fluids with varying ambient pressure. These
studies reported increases in Leidenfrost temperature with increasing pressure based on the total
duration of the liquid drop. Temple et al.[132] reported two heat transfer outcomes: a contact
mode and a spheroidal evaporation mode [132]. In the contact mode (Tw < Ts), the drop remains
in the contact with the wall and maintains a convex shape through the vaporization process.
In the spheroidal evaporation mode (Tw > Ts), the drop floats over the vapor cushion as the wall
temperature is significantly higher than the Leidenfrost point. Interestingly, several of these studies
examined the excess wall temperature above the saturation temperature (Tw −Ts) as a funciton of
pressure, and found minimal variation. These studies focused on the duration of wall contact based
on the global heat transfer rate, but did not examine the dynamics of the drop-wall interaction.
Buchmüller et al. [12] also reported the impact of water drops for pressures of 1–25 bar and
wall temperatures from 100–460 ◦C for near-stationary drops (We of 5). These results showed four
impact outcomes (wetted, wetted boiling, transition boiling, and rebound) and their results suggest
a decrease in the range of transition boiling with increasing pressure. These experimental studies
have yet to establish consensus on the Leidenfrost temperature trend with increasing pressure,
particularly across multiple pure fluids.
This paper presents experimental characterization of drop-wall impacts of pure fluids (n-alkanes)
with hot walls (35–300 ◦C) for ambient pressures from 1–20 bar. These conditions span ambient
pressure conditions seen in internal combustion engines and gas turbine combustion systems. Im-
pact sequences of n-heptane are mapped for a range of wall temperatures and ambient pressures.
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The morphological changes of the drop, the dynamic spreading of the liquid film, and the rebound
regime boundaries are compared for n-heptane and n-decane, which serve as analogs for low- and
high-boiling point liquids typically found in transportation fuels. Finally, the impact outcomes for
both pure fluids are compared using a modified analytic heat transfer model.
4.3 Experimental Setup
Experiments were carried out in a constant-volume pressure vessel rated to 100 bar, as shown
in Figure 5.1. The vessel consists of a 175-mm inner diameter cylinder with a height of ∼450 mm,
and has four-sided optical access. The vessel walls are 316 stainless steel and the total volume
is 0.01 m3. Optical access for backlit imaging was provided through opposed 76-mm diameter,
19-mm thick quartz windows. For high pressure operation, a safety relief valve was set at 30
bar and nitrogen gas was supplied from a N2 compressed gas cylinder. A micro-precision orifice
with a 0.226-mm diameter was used to maintain a sweep gas flow rate of 10 L/min to evacuate
any residual fuel vapor within a few minutes. A syringe pump (New Era NE-8000) was used to
generate drops with diameters of 1.8–2.0 mm from a 28-gauge needle (nominal inner diameter
0.159 mm). The volume of the drop generated is 2.41 mm3. The needle was set 75 mm above the
wall surface. After generation, the droplet fell through the ambient gas onto a smooth aluminum
substrate of 25.4×25.4 mm2 with a thickness of 12.5 mm. The aluminum substrate is heated to a
temperature of up to 400 ◦C by a square-profile 1-kW heater of the same area (25.4×25.4 mm2)
with a thickness of 2.48 mm (CER-1-01-00002). The wall and heater assembly are shown in the
inset of Figure 5.1. The aluminum substrate and flat heater were secured inside a ceramic insulator
to limit heat transfer to the surrounding gas and achieve the maximum possible wall temperature.
The heater was controlled with an embedded K-type thermocouple and a Watlow PID controller.
The wall temperature was verified using three 1.58-mm K-type thermocouples embedded in the
aluminum substrate with a vertical spacing of 6.3 mm to confirm one-dimensional, steady-state
heat transfer. Three additional thermocouples were installed at different locations in the vessel to
monitor the vessel ambient gas temperature, the temperature of the liquid injector cooling jacket,
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and the gas temperature near the injection location. The location of these thermocouples is shown
in Figure 5.1. In order to maintain constant liquid injection temperatures, a counterflow cooling
jacket was designed to maintain the temperature of the liquid. The counterflow heat exchanger
used air sweep gas at typical flowrates of 100 slpm to hold the liquid temperature at 25–30 ◦C. The
cooling jacket was installed in the pressure vessel top flange using a bulkhead compression fitting.
The temperatures reported in the paper are steady-state values, measured over 60 s prior to drop
injection. All thermocouple temperatures were recorded with a data acquisition system (LabJack
T7-Pro).
Figure 4.1 Schematic of constant-volume pressure vessel showing the high-speed backlit
imaging system and droplet injection apparatus. The inset shows a detailed
view of the drop injection and substrate. Thermocouple locations are indicated
by TC.
High-speed backlit image sequences of each drop impact were recorded with a high-speed com-
plementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) camera (Photron FASTCAM SA-X2). A 1500-grit
ground glass diffuser and a halogen lamp (500 W) were used for back illumination of the droplets.
Images were recorded using an f/2.8 105-mm focal length lens with a 72-mm lens extension (Nikon
Nikkor). The measured field of view and depth of field were 24×22 mm2 and 22 mm, respectively.
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Images were acquired as uncompressed TIFFs at a frame rate of 20 kHz and with a shutter ex-
posure of 26 µs, yielding a frame size of 1020×672 pixels2 . Image processing was implemented
in MATLAB for measurement of the spread of the liquid film and centroid location of the drop.
Images were normalized using a background image, and the liquid location was identified using edge
detection by a Canny algorithm [14]. Edges are dilated and eroded, and the resulting closed object
is used to track to liquid extent and position. The time of first contact (t = 0 s), where droplet is
about to impact the wall, is identified by tracking the droplet centroid acceleration or the second
time-derivative of the major and minor axes. The velocity and drop diameter prior to impact were
measured from the backlit images. The liquid spread extent is determined by the maximum extent
of the identified object. A similar image processing procedure is used to identify the centroid and
velocity of the rebounding drop.
For testing, the desired ambient pressure was first established in a cold vessel with a regulated
N2 gas supply. After the pressure of the vessel was steady, the wall temperature was raised to the
test temperature. After achieving steady-state conditions, droplets were generated using the syringe
pump at the liquid flow rate of 0.4–0.5 mL min−1. The fuel flow rate was kept constant throughout
the experiment. Test conditions with n-heptane and n-decane spanned wall temperatures from
21–300◦C and pressures from 1–20 bar.
4.4 Results
In this section, experimental results of single-component liquids impacting walls are presented
for two fluids over a range of wall temperatures (21–300 ◦C) and ambient pressures (1–20 bar). In
all cases, the impact velocities are low, with a corresponding Weber number of ∼50. First, the
impact outcomes of experiments with n-heptane are compared for ambient pressure and elevated
pressure. These outcomes are mapped onto a regime diagram, showing the onset of drop rebound
for a range of ambient pressures. The extent of liquid film spreading and total rebound times are
compared across these conditions. Finally, the impact outcomes of n-heptane and n-decane are
compared to a one-dimensional heat transfer model to predict the evolution of the vapor layer.
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4.4.1 Impact of single-component liquids at elevated pressure (n-heptane, n-decane)
The impact of n-heptane drops on an aluminum wall are characterized by the regimes men-
tioned previously, where rebound is observed for elevated wall temperatures (Tw > Tsat). At low
wall temperature, the liquid drop contacts the wall, spreads as a thin film, and undergoes slow
evaporation. At higher temperatures (well above the saturation temperature), phase change at the
interface results in rapid vapor production and the ultimate rebound of the drop. Figure 4.2 shows
a series of stills from high-speed image sequences of n-heptane drops impacting with varying wall
temperatures. In the top row, the sequence shows film spreading for a wall temperature of 35 ◦C.
At Tw = 150
◦C, the drop recoils but does not rebound, and at Tw = 300
◦C, the drop spreads,
recoils, and rebounds away from the wall. This result corresponds closely with the dynamics and
onset of rebound reported in literature for n-heptane, and is classified as a film boiling regime
[21, 45, 19]. The Leidenfrost temperature for near-stationary n-heptane on stainless steel has been
previously reported as 200 ◦C, with the corresponding saturation temperature at 1 bar of 98.5 ◦C
[19].
Figure 4.2 Image sequences showing n-heptane drops impacting an aluminum substrate
for wall temperatures of 35, 150, and 300 ◦C at 1 bar ambient pressure.
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The impact sequences of n-heptane drops were recorded for a range of wall temperatures and
ambient pressures. At a wall temperature of 100 ◦C and pressures of 1–20 bar (just above the
saturation temperature at 1 bar), the drop impacts and deposits as a liquid film on the wall. The
evolution of this liquid film will be discussed in the coming section. At higher wall temperatures, the
effect of ambient pressure becomes prominent as the saturation temperature shifts. For example,
at Tw = 200
◦C, the impact outcome shifts from film boiling and droplet rebound at 1 bar to the
slow phase change associated with film evaporation at 10 and 20 bar. Still frames from 1–20 ms
after impact are shown in Figure 4.3 where each row corresponds to a different ambient pressure
case. In the upper row, for the sequence at 1 bar and Tw = 200
◦C, the n-heptane drop spreads on
the wall, then recoils and finally rebounds away from the wall. At 10 bar (the second row), bubble
nucleation is evident in the liquid bulk for frames after 10 ms. Droplet ejections from the boiling
liquid are observed late in time (not shown in the image sequence at 10 bar), and the regime is
characterized as nucleate boiling. The last row of Figure 4.3, at 20 bar and a wall temperature of
200 ◦C, is classified as film evaporation. Here, the the liquid film spreads and recoils slowly, but
remains deposited on the wall. This shift in regime for a wall temperature of 200 ◦C with increasing
ambient pressure corresponds to the saturation temperature variation from 98.5 ◦C (1 bar) to 245
◦C (20 bar).
The variation with ambient pressure is also shown for n-heptane drops impacting at Tw = 300
◦C in Figure 4.4. Each horizontal row shows the drop evolution for indicated pressures of 1–20
bar. At all pressures, the drop ultimately rebounds (film boiling regime), but the rebound is
significantly delayed for increasing ambient pressure (for 15 and 20 bar, the drop rebounds after
20 ms). During liquid film spreading, the temperature of the liquid portion in contact with hot
wall reaches its saturation temperature due to conductive heat transfer. As a result, a thin vapor
layer is formed between the drop bottom and the hot wall surface. After achieving the maximum
extent, the liquid film begins to slip over the newly formed thin vapor layer resulting in a recoil
motion. There are two factors contributing to the delayed rebound of drops at elevated pressure
(but temperatures still above the Leidenfrost point): First, at constant wall temperature, the rate
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Figure 4.3 Image sequences showing n-heptane drops impacting a 200 ◦C aluminum wall
with varying ambient pressure.
of vapor formation decreases with increasing pressure (and corresponding increase in the saturation
temperature). Second, the local gas density has increased by an order of magnitude, leading to a
shift in the force balance between the evolved vapor at the wall and the ambient gas. This variation
in rebound characteristics will be discussed further by comparing the centroid location of the liquid
mass after wall contact.
The behavior of n-heptane drops impacting a heated wall are summarized by a regime map, as
shown in Figure 4.5. Here, the ambient pressure was varied from 1–20 bar and the wall temperature
was varied from 35–300 ◦C while holding the impact velocity and Weber number constant (∼40). In
the regime map, impacts are classified into the three typical outcomes: film evaporation, nucleate
boiling and transition, and film boiling as indicated by the symbols. Each point indicated on the
regime map was confirmed by at least ten impact sequences at identical wall temperatures and
ambient pressures. Also indicated is the saturation temperature for n-heptane (dashed line), which
closely corresponds to the observed onset of nucleate boiling. The transition boiling regime, which
some studies identify, is not classified here due to the difficulty in observing near-wall behavior
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Figure 4.4 Image sequences showing n-heptane drops impacting a 300 ◦C aluminum wall
with varying ambient pressure.
Figure 4.5 Regime diagram showing outcomes of n-heptane drop impact for wall tem-
peratures of 35–300 ◦C and ambient pressures of 1–20 bar. The saturation
temperature for n-heptane is indicated by the dashed line.
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due to the refractive index gradients near the wall—particularly at high pressure conditions. As
expected, the region below the saturation temperature results in film evaporation for all ambient
pressures. Nucleate boiling is observed for temperatures above the saturation temperature, however
at elevated pressure the prevalence of small ejected droplets is decreased. The film boiling regime
identified by the ultimate rebound of the drop begins at 180 ◦C for 1 bar ambient pressure (Ts = 98.5
◦C). Moving to higher pressure, there is a consistent reduction in the temperature difference where
film boiling is first observed. At 20 bar, rebound of the drop occurs for a wall temperature of 265
◦C (Ts = 245
◦C). For these cases, there exists a regime in which the drop does not fully rebound,
but a prominent vertical liquid column forms. This might be classified as a transition regime where
there exists only partial liquid contact at the wall, although this was not directly observed. The
high-ambient-pressure environment complicated classification of these transition regions.
As observed in the regime diagram of Figure 4.5, the difference between the saturation temper-
ature (at a given pressure) and the wall temperature at which the onset of film boiling is observed
decreases with increasing ambient pressure. This trend for the excess temperature (TL − Ts) is
summarized in Figure 4.6 for both n-heptane and n-decane, where these n-alkanes represent typical
boiling points in multicomponent fuels. For n-heptane at 1 bar, the inception of film boiling occurs
at a wall temperature of 180 ◦C, when the saturation temperature is 98.5 ◦C (a difference of 81.5
◦C). At 20 bar, the difference is only 15 ◦C. For n-decane, the temperature difference is 91 ◦C at 1
bar and 14 ◦C at 20 bar. This trend differs from the results presented by Emmerson and Snoek [38]
and Hiroyasu et al. [49], where they report little change in this excess wall temperature as ambient
pressure less than ≈ 0.5pc.
The excess temperature at the Leidenfrost point above the saturation temperature can be
represented by the inverse of TL/Ts, as proposed by Emmerson and Snoek [38]. This quantity,
θ = Ts/TL, is shown for multiple fluids in Figure 4.7 with the reduced pressure (the ambient
pressure normalized by the critical pressure, pr = p/pc). Prior data on refrigerants showed similar
normalized values ranging from approximately θ = 0.8 to 1.0 at the critical pressure [38]. For
multiple hydrocarbon refrigerants, the study by Emmerson and Snoek established that the difference
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Figure 4.6 Difference between the film-boiling inception and saturation temperature
(TL − Ts) with varying ambient pressure for n-heptane, n-decane.
TL − Ts decreases as the pressure is increased, with the Leidenfrost temperature approaching the
critical temperature [38]. Similar behaviour for n-heptane and n-decane is observed in Figure 4.7.
Also shown in Figure 4.7 are the film boiling / Leidenfrost points for water from Buchmüller et al.
[12]. The non-dimensionalized trend for water is different from hydrocarbons, but available pressure
data does not closely approach the critical point. The differences between water and hydrocarbons
was attributed to the large enthalpy of vaporization of water by Emmerson and Snoek [38], and
this value is approximately 7-fold that of typical hydrocarbon fuel components. At 1 bar ambient
pressure, hfg,water = 2257 kJ kg
−1 and hfg,heptane = 317.21 kJ kg
−1.
4.4.2 Drop spreading and rebound characteristics (n-heptane and n-decane)
To further characterize n-heptane and n-decane drop impingement on hot walls for a range of
ambient pressures, image sequences were used to determine the characteristics of the drop evolution
and the contact time with the wall. The cases presented are limited to low impact velocity, with a
Weber number of ∼50, as in the prior image sequences.
Prior experimental studies have shown that wall temperature at which the drop or liquid film
starts to levitate varies for an impinging drop, and depends on parameters including the liquid
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Figure 4.7 The variation of the saturation temperature-normalized wall temperature
(θ = Tsat/TL) where rebound first occurs with the reduced pressure (p/pc)
for several pure fluids.
composition, impact momentum, and surface characteristics [21, 10]. For these experiments, the
drop centroid was identified in the high-speed image sequences, and the rebound duration, velocity,
and distance from the wall are shown in Figure 4.8 for elevated wall temperature (Tw = 300
◦C).
The upper panel shows the time evolution of the drop distance from the wall, where t = 0 ms
corresponds to the initial contact as identified by tracking the drop centroid. As evident here, the
total duration of contact is determined by the extent of the three curves corresponding to ambient
pressures of 1, 10, and 20 bar. Both the time of initial rebound and the total rebound duration
are determined from the drop centroid position in the side-view image sequences. For increasing
pressure, there is a clear delay in the onset of rebound (60% increase at 20 bar), along with a
decreased duration of rebound (60% reduction at 20 bar).
For the same high temperature wall case (300 ◦C) and pressures, the drop centroid velocity
is shown in Figure 4.8(b). The variation in rebound velocity is similar for all cases of pressure
and the values are approximately in the range of 0.05 to 0.2 m/s. The total rebound height and
rebound duration are affected by two main factors which are saturation-temperature dependent: the
evolution of the vapor film at the wall, and increased aerodynamic resistance. For these rebound
velocities, drag is negligible, as evident by the velocity evolution for various ambient pressure
conditions. In the subsequent section, the rate of vapor evolution is discussed.
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Figure 4.8 Rebound distance (a) and rebound velocity (b) for n-heptane drops at ambient
pressures of 1, 10, and 20 bar and a wall temperature of 300 ◦C.
During wall impact, the spreading of the liquid film was also examined through the evolution of
the liquid film diameter, d(t). Both the normalized spread factor (d(t)/d0) and maximum spread
(dmax/d0) are shown in Figure 4.9, with each defined as the liquid film extent as viewed from the
side. Panels (a) and (b) show the variation in spreading of n-heptane for wall temperature cases
in the film evaporation regime (100 ◦C) and film boiling regime (300 ◦C) with varying ambient
pressure. At both low and high wall temperature, the change in the ambient pressure from 1 to
20 bar does not significantly influence the maximum spread, liquid film spread, or the recoil rate
for n-heptane. To summarize the behavior for both n-heptane and n-decane, the maximum spread
factor was determined from the time-resolved spread factor data and is presented in Figure 4.9(c).
Similarly, for n-decane the maximum spread showed minimal dependence on the ambient pressure.
As previously established in literature, the maximum spread of the liquid film is mainly influenced
by the liquid surface tension, viscosity, and contact angle [84, 95]. For a cold wall case, Roisman
et al. solved the coupled mass, momentum, and energy balances to predict the dependence of the
maximum spread diameter on the Weber and Reynolds numbers in two distinct regimes: capillary
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and viscous. For the viscous regime, the maximum spread was shown to scale with Re0.2 [103].
Another refined model based on the energy balance approach well predicts the maximum spread
diameter of a drop as a root of dimensionless cubic equation consisting of Weber number, Reynold
number and contact angle [138]. For a heated wall case, Ajaev et al. incorporated coupled effects of
evaporation, disjoining pressure, Marangoni stress, surface tension, thermocapillarity and gravity
using lubrication approach to conclude that droplet spread depends on the value of superheat [2].
These studies were limited to atmospheric ambient pressures. Our experimental result shown in
Figure 4.9 reveals that in the pressure range of 1 to 20 bar, there is a small variation with ambient
pressure. The liquid surface tension, which plays an important role in deciding maximum spread,
does not vary significantly for n-heptane in the pressure range of 1 to 20 bar. Dechoz et al. [33]
measured a 14% decrease in the surface tension of n-heptane when the pressure is raised from 1 to
20 bar at 25 ◦C. However, the density ratio of gas to liquid increases by approximately twenty-fold
when the pressure is increased to 20 bar—resulting in increased resistance by the dense gas. Since
the variation of the maximum liquid film spread with ambient pressure was minimal, this increased
resistance to spreading was minimal compared to vapor formation effects.
Figure 4.9 Time-evolution of liquid film spreading for n-heptane drops at a wall temper-
ature of (a) 100 ◦C and (b) 300 ◦C. (c) Comparison of maximum spreading of
n-heptane and n-decane for a range of wall temperature and ambient pressure
conditions.
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4.4.3 Vapor layer evolution
In this section, a theoretical heat transfer model is exercised for impinging single drops in the
film boiling regime. Breitenbach et al. developed the model to predict the vapor film evolution and
heat transfer to the wall for sprays in the film boiling regime, and showed favorable comparisons
with single drop and spray heat transfer characteristics for water drops at atmospheric pressure [11].
They developed an analytical expression for the evolution of the vapor film by considering a thermal
energy balance at liquid-vapor and vapor-solid interfaces. The model considers the development
of a thermal boundary layer in the spreading drop and in the solid test substrate to predict the
vapor layer thickness. The main assumptions of the model are: one-dimensional heat flux, unsteady
heat transfer, uniform vapor and liquid thermal conductivity. Breitenbach et al. [11] showed good
agreement between the model and experiment [136] for the vapor layer evolution of a water droplet
on a stainless steel surface at wall temperatures of 300–700 ◦C. The expression for the vapor layer





where δ(t) is the time-dependent vapor layer thickness as a function of the scaled time t = d0/u0.
The parameter K can be expressed as
K =
√
(B −G)2 + 4G√
π
−B −G. (4.5)










The other physical properties λg, ρf , hfg are the thermal conductivity of the vapor, the density
of the liquid, and the enthalpy of vaporization, respectively. Additional physical inputs are T0,
the initial droplet temperature; Ts, the saturation temperature; d0, the initial drop diameter;
and u0, the initial velocity at impingement. The parameters B and G given in Eqn. 4.4.3 also
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include expressions for ef , the liquid film effusivity given by ef =
√
λfρfcp,l and ew, the wall
thermal effusivity ew =
√
λwρfcp,w. For additional details on the problem formulation, see [11].
The inclusion of ambient pressure effects is straightforward through the inclusion of thermodynamic
values for the liquid specific heat, liquid density, thermal conductivity, and enthalpy of vaporization.
The values used are defined at the saturated conditions for the given ambient pressure. The liquid
density for ambient pressures of 1–20 bar can be assumed constant.
The predicted evolution of the vapor layer based on Eqn. 4.4 is shown in Figure 4.10 for both
n-heptane and n-decane at three different temperatures, all in the film boiling regime based on
the previously identified regime boundaries. The lines in Figure 4.10 correspond the vapor layer
thickness for n-heptane at 180, 235, and 250 ◦C and corresponding pressures of 1, 10, and 15
bar. The increasing ambient pressure results in slower rate of vapor film evolution, even for the
higher wall temperatures shown. This suggests a successively decreasing vapor layer thickness as
the ambient pressure increases. Also shown are selected vapor layer evolution for the same ambient
pressure cases for n-decane. The model results have been chosen to match the time-evolution of
the vapor layer thickness for n-heptane. For example, the vapor layer evolution for n-heptane at
15 bar and 250 ◦C corresponds closely to that of n-decane at 15 bar and Tw = 355
◦C.
Figures 4.11 and 4.12 compare impact sequences of n-heptane and n-decane, their spread factors
and rebound behaviour at pressures of 1 bar, and 15 bar. This comparison is done on the basis
of Figure 4.10, where wall temperatures for n-decane fuel have been identified to match the vapor
layer evolution of n-heptane drop. These wall temperatures correspond to the temperatures where
the onset of film boiling begins for n-heptane drops. By comparing the high-speed sequences for
these select cases, a close correspondence is seen with the onset of rebound and the timescales
of rebound, which is consistent with the predicted temporal evolution of the vapor layers for both
cases. At 1 bar, the maximum spread of n-decane is marginally higher, although the rebound occurs
on the same time scale (evident in Figure 4.11(a) and (c)). For the 15 bar case shown in Figure
4.12, the rebound occurs later in time as compared to the 1 bar case, which is consistent with the
reduced vapor layer evolution predicted from the analytical model. The rebound is always delayed
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Figure 4.10 Predicted vapor layer evolution for a range of ambient pressures for n-heptane
(lines, denoted H) and n-decane (symbols, donated D). The corresponding wall
temperatures are chosen to achieve closely corresponding temporal evolution
of the vapor film for both fluids.
to approximately 30 ms after impact, but again close correspondence is seen between the events
for the n-heptane and n-decane drops. The differences in behavior of the liquid film spreading are
attributed to the smaller surface tension of n-decane relative to n-heptane. The surface tension
of n-decane at saturated pressure and temperature condition (1 bar, 174.5 ◦C) is 10.435 mN/m,
whereas it is 12.725 mN/m for n-heptane. These comparisons suggest that the evolution of the
vapor layer controls the Leidenfrost occurrence at these elevated ambient pressure cases, as well as
the well-predicting the corresponding timescales of the drop-wall impact event.
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Figure 4.11 Impact sequences at 1 bar and wall temperatures of 180◦C and 315◦C for a)
n-heptane, and b) n-decane respectively. The droplet begins to rebound at
these wall temperatures
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Figure 4.12 Impact sequences at 15 bar and wall temperatures of 250 ◦C and 355 ◦C for




The effect of ambient pressure on the impact sequences of n-heptane and n-decane was pre-
sented for an impact Weber number of ∼50. These results provide a set of validation data for
modeling high-temperature, high-pressure drop-wall impingement relevant to spray systems at
engine-relevant combustor pressures. The impact sequences of n-heptane drops at wall temper-
atures of 35–300 ◦C and ambient pressures of 1–20 bar are classified into three distinct outcomes:
film evaporation, nucleate boiling, and film boiling where the droplet undergoes complete rebound.
The inception of the nucleate boiling regime varies with the liquid saturation temperature, as ex-
pected, but we show a significant decrease in the additional temperature difference required for film
boiling and droplet rebound. The general trend in Leidenfrost point can be scaled by the saturation
temperature and critical pressure, showing good correspondence with existing data for Leidenfrost
behavior in hydrocarbon refrigerants up to critical pressures. The analytical model of Breitenbach
et al. for film vapor evolution is compared to our results for ambient and high-pressure film boiling
cases. Here, the predicted time-evolution of the vapor film thickness is shown to correspond to
qualitatively similar behavior during the drop rebound sequence, leading to a potential tool for
predicting the thermodynamic-property dependence on the Leidenfrost behavior of real fuel drops
at combustor-relevant conditions.
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CHAPTER 5. MULTI-COMPONENT DROP WALL INTERACTION AT
HIGH AMBIENT PRESSURES
A manuscript to be submitted in Journal Fuel
Abhijeet Chausalkar,Chol-Bum M. Kweon, Song-Charng Kong, and James B. Michael
5.1 Abstract
In direct injection engines, multicomponent fuels are injected at high pressures—resulting in
a finely atomized spray which impacts on the hot wall of the piston crown and cylinder liner.
The variable operating load of typical combustors results in widely varying wall temperature and
ambient pressures. For quantitative prediction of the combustion spray physics, detailed data is
required for the impact of multicomponent fuel drops on these heated surfaces at combustor-relevant
pressures. A series of experiments are presented for bi-component mixtures of n-alkanes and a
commercial multi-component gasoline blend impacting heated walls in for ambient pressures up to
25 bar and wall temperatures >300 ◦C. Time-resolved image sequences for single drop impacts are
used to classify the onset of Leidenfrost phenomena, nucleate boiling, and film spreading. Results
are summarized by impact regime diagrams, and bi-component mixtures are found to replicate
the systematic behavior observed for gasoline, with the higher volatility components controlling
behavior at low pressure, and a decreasing effect at high pressure. These experiments establish a
baseline for multicomponent drop-wall interactions at combustor-relevant pressure, and will aid in
development of simulations incorporating relevant spray-wall physics in combustors.
5.2 Introduction
In liquid-fueled combustors ranging from direct injection spark-ignition systems to small gas
turbines, multicomponent fuels are injected as liquid sprays into high-ambient pressure environ-
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ments. Achieving desired heat release rates and temperature time-histories is essential in designing
to maximize fuel economy and minimize pollutant production—both targets of increasing regula-
tory standards. In addition to atomization and vaporization of fuel sprays, injection strategies also
rely on spray-wall interactions to achieve improved mixing. As the fuel spray penetrates, secondary
droplets are formed due to primary and secondary disintegration spray mechanisms, typically in the
range of 5–200 µm[48, 92]. These droplets impinge on the cylinder liner and piston crown wall and
form a liquid film, splash, or rebound depending on the operating temperature, pressure, and load
condition of the engine. [115, 76]. In typical direct injection engines, the chamber pressure varies
from 35–150 bar, with wall temperatures of 200–350 ◦C [4, 156]. For single drop-wall interactions,
this range of ambient pressure and temperature has been the focus of our recent characterization of
drop dynamics for pure n-alkanes at elevated pressure and wall temperature conditions [22]. Here,
these single drop experiments are extended to bi-component mixtures and relevant commercially
available fuel compositions. A detailed picture of single drop-wall interactions with multicompo-
nent fuels at relevant conditions is essential to prediction of spray-wall interactions and overall
combustor performance.
A number of drop-wall studies have identified the role of fluid-dynamic parameters such as
surface tension, liquid viscosity, and drop momentum in delineating the impact characteristics on
both dry and wetted cold walls [74, 96, 149, 128]. For heated surfaces relevant in combustors, three
predominant regimes can be identified based on heat transfer rates: film evaporation, nucleate
boiling, and film boiling [19, 10, 8, 62]. These regimes are observed for a stationary as well as for a
moving droplet (different Weber numbers), and for wide range of polar and non-polar liquids such as
ethanol, heptane, and water [7, 10, 117]. Two studies have also examined the role of multicomponent
liquids. Kompinsky et al. studied the effect of volatile component concentration on the impact
sequences at lower Weber number using binary fuel mixtures [53]. Chausalkar et al. showed the
shift in impact regimes and secondary droplet characteristics at low, intermediate, and high Weber
number using bicomponent mixtures of n-heptane and n-decane [21]. These investigations have
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primarily taken place at ambient pressure, but accurate modeling of combustor relevant conditions
requires the consideration of drop-wall impacts at elevated pressure.
The heat transfer characteristics and Leidenfrost behavior of near stationary, pure component
liquid drops at both sub-atmospheric [133, 18, 81] and elevated pressures have been considered [49,
38, 132, 12], but these studies did not examine the drop impact dynamics (breakup and splashing)
which will be important in capturing the full range of behavior in fuel spray-wall interactions. Our
recent work examined the behavior of single-component drops of n-heptane and n-decane up to
the critical pressure for the pure fluid, and showed a clear trend of decreasing wall overheat (wall
temperature above the saturation temperature) required for drop rebound[22]. The evolution of the
two pure fluids showed good qualitative agreement using a simplified one-dimensional heat transfer
model previously developed for water drops [10].
For realistic combustor operating conditions, both variable pressure and the multicomponent
nature of typical fuels are necessary to incorporate in the development of spray-wall interaction
models. These models incorporate experimental results on spray angle, injection pressure, and
liquid properties [76, 75, 126, 58, 113]. Spray impingement models typically contain sub-models for
fluid dynamics, film heat and mass transfer, and wall effects, but most have been validated using
atmospheric pressure and fixed fuel composition [62, 155]. Spray impingement models simulating
the multicomponent fuels have been validated against experimental results of a single component
fuel (n-heptane) at 1 bar ambient pressure [63]. In spray-wall experiments with diesel fuel, Senda et
al. showed multiple heat transfer regimes based on individual hydrocarbon saturation temperatures
for diesel fuel [114], but experimental data at relevant ambient pressures is limited. The importance
of single-droplet studies in validating these models has been emphasized by Moreira et al. due to the
difficulty in establishing heat transfer coefficients, regimes of impact, and engineering correlations
in dense spray fields [71]. Few experimental data exist in literature addressing the heat transfer and
drop dynamics of multicomponent fuels at combustor-relevant pressures, although the majority of
combustion systems rely on diverse fuel streams.
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At atmospheric pressure, several experimental and modeling studies have proposed surrogate
mixtures for gasoline based on fuel ignition characteristics, molar mass, and drop vaporization
rates [36, 66, 157, 37, 129]. These surrogates are usually mixtures of alkanes, iso-akanes, cyclic
hydrocarbons, and aromatics. For a pure alkane surrogate, Elwardany et al. recommended a
mixture of 83% n-C7H16, 15.6 % n-C11H24, and 1.4% n-C15H32 to match vaporization characteristics
based on the results of their quasi-discrete model [37]. Gauthier et al. showed good agreement
between ignition delay time measurements for RD387 gasoline and surrogate mixture 63% iso-
octane/20%toluene/17%n-heptane by volume in their shock-tube experiments in the pressure range
of 15–60 atm [41]. Rather than focus on a particular gasoline surrogate composition, here we choose
two n-alkanes with a significant difference in saturation temperature and molecular weight in order
to examine the role of volatile concentration on impact outcomes. For n-heptane and n-decane
mixtures, typical gasoline mean molar masses of 100–110 kg/kmol correspond to mixtures of 50–
80% n-heptane by volume (101–118 kg/kmol). The mixture saturation temperatures vary from
98–173 ◦C, also spanning the boiling point range of typical gasoline compositions: 65-175 ◦C. The
other liquid parameters do not correspond exactly with gasoline, but the effect on Weber number
variation for the impacting drops is minor.
In this paper, we present experimental results of bi-component and multicomponent fuel drops
impacting dry walls for ambient pressures of 1–20 bar and wall temperatures between 35–350 ◦C,
relevant to in-cylinder conditions in gasoline direct injection engines [156]. The experiments have
been carried out at a low Weber number of ∼50. N-heptane and n-decane are used to prepare
bicomponent fuel mixtures as they represent a low and high volatile component of gasoline. A
regime map showing dependence of impact sequences of gasoline on pressure at low Weber number
(We = 50) is presented. The sequences of different blends of n-heptane and n-decane are compared




A constant-volume pressure vessel rated to 100 bar, shown in Figure 5.1, was used to conduct
experiments. The vessel has four-sided optical windows and consists of a 175-mm inner diameter
cylinder with a height of ∼450 mm. The vessel walls are made of 316 stainless steel and the volume
is 0.01 m3. Optical access for imaging was provided through opposed 76-mm diameter, 19-mm thick
quartz windows. A safety relief valve was set at 30 bar operating pressure and pressurized gas was
supplied from a compressed N2 cylinder with a single-stage regulator. The vessel was operated at
a steady flow rate controlled via a micro-precision orifice (0.225-mm diameter) to maintain a sweep
gas flow rate of 10 slpm (standard liters per minute) to purge any residual fuel vapor between tests
(typically conducted every 5 minutes). The drops were generated using a a syringe pump (New
Era NE-8000) and the drop diameter was in the range of 1.8–2.0 mm. The height between the
needle tip and the wall surface was set to 75 mm. After the drop is generated, it fell through the
ambient gas onto a smooth aluminum substrate of 25.4×25.4 mm2 with a thickness of 12.5 mm. A
square-profile 1-kW heater (Watlow CER-1-01-00002) of the same area as test substrate(25.4×25.4
mm2) and with a thickness of 2.48 mm was used to heat the aluminum substrate. The heater and
wall assembly are shown in the inset of Figure 5.1. The aluminum substrate and flat heater were
secured inside a ceramic block to prevent excess heat transfer to the surrounding gas and achieve
the maximum possible wall temperature. The heater was controlled by a PID controller (Watlow)
and an embedded K-type thermocouple. Three 1.58-mm K-type thermocouples were embedded in
the aluminum substrate with spacing of 5.0 mm to determine the wall temperature assuming one-
dimensional, steady-state heat transfer. Three additional thermocouples were installed at different
locations inside the vessel to monitor the ambient gas temperature, the temperature of the liquid
injector cooling jacket, and the gas temperature near the injection location as shown in Figure 5.1.
A counter-flow cooling jacket was designed to maintain constant temperature of the injected liquid
at all gas pressures and is shown in the droplet injector assembly in Figure 5.1. The counterflow
jacket used air sweep gas at typical flowrates of 100 slpm to maintain the liquid temperature at
25–30 ◦C. The temperatures reported in the paper are steady-state temperature, measured over
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60 s prior to drop injection. All thermocouple temperatures were recorded with a LabJack T7-Pro
data acquisition system.
Figure 5.1 Schematic of constant-volume pressure vessel showing the high-speed backlit
imaging system and droplet injection apparatus. The inset shows a detailed
view of the drop injection and substrate.
A high-speed complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) camera (Photron FASTCAM
SA-X2) was used to record high-speed backlit image sequences of each drop. A 1500 ground-grit
glass diffuser and a halogen lamp (500 W) were used for back illumination of the droplets. Images
were recorded using an f/2.8 105-mm focal length lens with a 72-mm lens extension (Nikon Nikkor).
The measured field of view and depth of field were 24×22 mm2 and 22 mm, respectively. Images
were acquired as uncompressed TIFFs at a frame rate of 20 kHz and with a shutter exposure of
26 µs, yielding a frame size of 1020×672 pixels2 . Image processing was implemented in MATLAB
for measurement of the spread of the liquid film and centroid location of the drop. Images were
normalized using a background image. The time of first contact (t = 0 s), where droplet is about
to impact the wall, is identified by tracking the droplet centroid acceleration or the second time-
derivative of the major and minor axes. The velocity and drop diameter prior to impact are
measured were extracted from the backlit images. A Canny algorithm based on threshold gradient
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values was used to identify edges of the droplets and the liquid film spreading [14]. The edges are
dilated and eroded to form closed boundaries. These closed shapes are labelled as object. The
liquid spread extent is determined by the maximum extent of the identified object. A similar image
processing routine is used to locate the centroid, and velocity of the rebounding drop after the
completion of the recoil motion of the liquid film spread.
For testing the vessel, the desired ambient pressure was first established in a cold vessel with
a regulated N2 gas supply. After the pressure of the vessel was steady, the wall temperature was
raised to the test temperature. After achieving steady-state conditions, droplets were produced
using the syringe pump at the liquid flow rate of 0.4–0.5 mL min−1. The fuel flow rate was kept
constant throughout the experiment. Test conditions with n-heptane and n-decane spanned wall
temperatures from 21–350◦C and pressures from 1–20 bar in the Weber number range of 50-55.
5.4 Results
Recent work in the high-pressure drop-wall impact system used in this study detailed the shift
in impact regimes at pressures up to 25 bar for single-component liquid fuel components (n-heptane
and n-decane). The following sections will detail the regimes of impact and drop impact dynamics
for both a commercial gasoline fuel blend and bi-component mixtures of n-heptane and n-decane
of varying concentrations.
5.4.1 Effect of ambient pressure on multicomponent fuel: gasoline
Typical impact sequences for a commercial gasoline blend are shown in the subsequent section.
For this commercial blend, the ASTM D86 standard was used and the detailed distillation data is
available in the online supplementary data. Several typical outcomes at a wall temperature of 200 ◦C
and pressures of 1–20 bar are shown in Figure 5.2. At this moderate wall temperature and at 1 bar
ambient pressure, significant liquid wall contact takes place, leading to nucleate/transitional boiling
phenomena and the ejection of small droplets, as seen in the top row of Figure 5.2. Note that these
droplets are ejected due to the rupture of nucleation bubbles, as is typical of the nucleate boiling
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regime. Several time instants are shown for each sequence, beginning as the liquid film spreads
and recoils. For impact of drops at elevated ambient pressures at the same wall temperature,
there are no droplet ejections, and the liquid mass maintains direct contact with the wall and
recoils after approximately 20 ms. The images shown are normalized by the background light level,
and index of retraction gradients above the liquid mass are evident during the slow evaporation.
This phenomenon is typical of a film evaporation mode, as identified in both atmospheric and
high pressure impact studies for elevated wall temperatures where the drop reaches a quasi-steady
equilibrium while undergoing slow vaporization [19, 117]. This variation is consistent with the shift
in wall-impact regime observed for pure single-component liquids.
Figure 5.2 Typical frames during impact sequences of gasoline at a wall temperature of
200 ◦C for ambient nitrogen pressures of 1, 10, and 20 bar.
With increased wall temperature, a pronounced shift in impact outcomes is evident. In Figure
5.3, still frames are shown for impact sequences at a wall temperature of 300 ◦C. Rows correspond
to ambient pressures of 1, 10, and 20 bar. At 1 bar, the wall temperature is sufficiently high
to limit direct liquid-wall contact, showing a contact angle >90 degrees during film spread (at 5
ms), and ultimately leading to drop rebound 15 ms after initial contact. At 10 bar, however, a
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dense field of condensates is evident, driven by condensation of emitted vapors beginning ∼10 ms
after initial contact. Here, the phenomena differs from nucleate boiling, where the time-resolved
images do not show bubbling at the liquid surface, but rather convective structures away from
the liquid-gas interface (evident at 30 ms). This is classified as film evaporation, although the
condensation phenomena is very prominent relative to all observations of pure liquids. For the
10 bar and 20 bar cases shown, both are classified as film boiling due to the lack of nucleate
bubble formation and quasi-steady evaporation from the liquid-gas interface. From the atmospheric
pressure distillation analysis (ASTM D86 [51]), the commercial blend distillation ranges from 35–
200 ◦C. From the outcomes at 10 and 20 bar, the increasing ambient pressure and corresponding
increase in saturation temperature for the constituent components is sufficient to prevent drop
rebound and Leidenfrost drop phenomena. This result is the first to show the pressure-dependent
shift in Leidenfrost behavior for multicomponent fuels, as prior work focused on regime shifts in
single and bi-component mixtures at atmospheric pressure[7, 53, 61] or single-component liquids at
elevated pressure[132].
Figure 5.3 Typical impact sequences of a single gasoline drop impacting at a wall temper-
ature of 300 ◦C for ambient nitrogen pressures of 1, 10, and 20 bar. .
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Increasing ambient pressure also delays the time to rebound for gasoline. This trend is quali-
tatively evident from the results shown in Figure 5.4. At 15 ms, the drop at 1 bar pressure begins
to rebound, however, at 10 bar it remains in contact until approximately 20 ms. For both of
these drop-wall impacts in the film boiling regime, the vapor evolution rate determines the onset
of rebound. The trend with increasing ambient pressure is shown in Figure 5.5 by determining the
contact time of the drop before rebound from the high-speed image sequences. These contact times
are determined for 8 sequences, with the variance indicated by error bars. The total contact time
increases by ∼90% from 1 bar to 15 bar. The connection between the composition and the onset of
rebound–the Leidenfrost temperature–will be further discussed in the subsequent section showing
results from bi-component mixtures.
Figure 5.4 Impact sequences of gasoline drop impacting a dry, heated wall at a wall tem-
perature of 350 ◦C within the pressure range of 1-20 bar.
The spreading of the liquid film during impact, shown in Figure 5.6 also shows indication of the
role of the shifting boiling point at elevated pressure on the liquid-wall contact. Here, the spread
factor is defined as the total horizontal extent normalized by the initial drop diameter, x/D. For
the case of 1 and 10 bar, the maximum spread shows little difference, but there is a noticeable shift
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Figure 5.5 Dependence of contact time of a gasoline liquid film spread on a heated wall
maintained at 350 ◦C. The pressure range is 1–15 bar and liquid film contact
time is measured in milliseconds.
Figure 5.6 Comparison of spread factor for a gasoline drop at 1,10,20 bar pressure and
wall temperature of 350 ◦C
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in the recoil rate consistent with increased viscous dissipation during wall contact. This suggests
partial liquid contact, although the ultimate result at 10 bar is a complete rebound of the drop. At
20 bar, maximum spreading is achieved later, and the trend of decreasing rate of recoil continues.
At elevated pressures, the slower evolution of the vapor layer promoting film spread and recoil with
decreased viscous losses is evident.
Figure 5.7 Regime diagram mapping outcomes of gasoline drop with ambient pressure
and wall temperature. The wall temperature range is 35-350 ◦C and ambient
pressure varies between 1-20 bar.
A summary of the impact sequences is represented by a regime diagram for wall temperature
and ambient pressure in Figure 5.7. The symbols indicate three distinct regimes, consistent with
standard regimes detailed in literature: rebound (film boiling), nucleate boiling, and deposition.
The legend above the diagram shows a cartoon for each phenomenon.
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At 1 bar ambient pressure, the onset of rebound occurs at ≈240◦C. For ambient pressures up
to 20 bar, the onset of rebound or film boiling shifts to >350◦C. For the 20 bar condition, the
experimental wall temperature was limited due to increasing heat transfer and as a result, we did
not observe rebound for gasoline. As discussed previously, this shift in the onset of film boiling and
nucleate boiling is a function of the increasing saturation temperature of gasoline constituents. The
inception of the film boiling regime depends on the rate of vapor layer formation, which is driven
by the volatile components in the multicomponent fuel mixture. This regime diagram presents
an overview of the outcomes that should be incorporated in multicomponent fuel modeling, but
care should be taken in applying this result in general, as fuel compositions can vary significantly
by region, refining source, and date. In the subsequent section, these effects are considered for
bicomponent mixtures of n-alkanes to assess the contribution from highly volatile components in
gasoline.
5.4.2 Comparison of bicomponent and multicomponent fuel
In this section, results for drop-wall impacts of bi-component mixtures of n-heptane and n-
decane are presented and compared to the outcomes for the commercial gasoline multi-component
blend. Figure 5.8 compares outcomes for gasoline and bi-component mixtures of 25–75% volume
fraction of n-heptane at 1 bar ambient pressure, all for a wall temperature of 300◦C. Selected still
frames are shown at 5 ms, 15 ms, and 20 ms after initial impact. The frames at 5 ms show a
contact angle ¿90 degrees, and the two subsequent timepoints show the drop rebounds which are
qualitatively similar. All mixtures and gasoline are in the film boiling regime, and the concentration
of the n-heptane, has little effect on the ultimate outcome. This is unsurprising, as pure n-decane
is also in the film boiling regime at 1 bar ambient pressure and a wall temperature of 300 ◦C. There
are minor differences in the duration of wall contact (or the point at which the drop rebounds), with
the contact time and time of rebound for the 25% n-heptane mixture most closely corresponding
to that of gasoline.
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Figure 5.8 Impact sequences of gasoline, and bicomponent mixtures containing 75%, 50%,
and 25% n-heptane by volume fraction are compared at time shots 5 ms, 15
ms, and 20 ms at 1 bar and wall temperature of 300 ◦C. Comparison yield
closeness of 25 % n-heptane fuel mixture with gasoline.
Figure 5.9 shows qualitative similarities between gasoline and mixtures consisting of 25 % and
50 % n-heptane. At time shots 15 ms and 20 ms, both gasoline and 25 % n-heptane shows similar
morphological transformation. Both fuels recoil to forms vertical liquid column. The width of the
liquid column base is smaller for 75 % n-heptane mixture and is relatively more elongated in the
vertical direction. A thin neck is visible in the liquid column for 75 % n-heptane unlike gasoline, 25
% and 50% n-heptane mixture. The density of condensed vapor near the top of column is higher in
25 % n-heptane (20 ms). At 20 bar pressure and wall temperature of 300 ◦C, the impact sequence
of gasoline is closer to bicomponent fuel mixtures having 25–50 % n-heptane. This inference is on
the basis of morphological comparison. For all the fuels considered in the Figure 5.9 the variation
in pressure results in the shift of the heat transfer regime from film boiling at 1 bar to nucleate and
transition regime at 20 bar
After raising the wall temperature to 350 ◦C and pressure at 20 bar, significant difference
between the impact sequences of bicomponent mixtures and gasoline is evident. Higher percentage
of volatile component in 50-75 % n-heptane mixture results in the earlier rebound of the drop unlike
gasoline and 25 % n-heptane. Gasoline drop has more number of ejected droplets as compared to
25 % heptane drop, but for both fuels rebound is not observed as shown at 20 ms time shot. For 25
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Figure 5.9 Comparison of impact sequences of gasoline and 75%, 50%, and 25% n-heptane
– n-decane fuel mixtures at 20 bar pressure and wall temperature of 300 ◦C at
15 ms and 20 ms time shots.
% n-heptane mixture, a neck in the top region of the liquid column is visible, which is not observed
in gasoline.
Figure 5.10 Impact sequences of gasoline, and bicomponent mixtures containing 75%, 50%,
and 25% n-heptane by volume fraction are compared at time shots 5 ms, 15
ms, and 20 ms at 1 bar and wall temperature of 350 ◦C. Similar morphological
transformation between gasoline and 25 % n-heptane observed.
Comparison based on morphological change and regime observed in the pressure range of 1-20
bar and wall temperature of 300, 350 ◦C reveals that impact sequences of a gasoline drop closely
matches with bicomponent mixture with 25-50 % n-heptane by volume. This inference is only
applicable at a lower Weber number of ∼50 and may alter for high Weber number case. The
percentage of n-heptane identified in the discussion can be considered to carry out numerical simu-
lation of bicomponent mixtures at high ambient pressure. Another important inference that comes
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out from the discussion is concentration of volatile component effects the inception of film boiling
regime, the drop rebound motion, and maximum liquid film spread at high ambient pressure. Next
section discusses the influence of both ambient pressure and concentration of volatile component
on essential parameters.
5.4.3 Effect of fuel volatility at high ambient pressure
Figure 5.11 compares the inception of film boiling regime for gasoline, single and bicomponent
fuel mixtures at different ambient pressure. Dashed lines represents the variation of boiling point
for n-heptane (lower) and n-decane (upper). The inception temperature is lowest for the highly
volatile fuel component (n-heptane) in the pressure range of 1–20 bar. At each ambient pressure,
as the concentration of n-heptane decreases, the wall temperature required for the drop to rebound
increases. This variation is not monotonically linear for all fuels including gasoline. In the pressure
range of 1–5 bar, the inception temperature for gasoline resembles the trend followed by 25%
heptane fuel mixture, however it follows trend of n-decane in the high pressure range of 10-15 bar.
Higher concentration of volatile component (n-heptane) results in drop rebound before the boiling
point of less volatile component (n-decane) for 50 %, 25 % bicomponent fuel mixtures in the higher
pressure range of 15-20 bar. This may be due to increase in the liquid bulk temperature possibly
because of the vaporisation of highly volatile component n-heptane. The trend is different from our
expectations as effect due to thermal diffusion of heavier n-decane was thought to control the vapor
layer evolution at high ambient pressure. Note that this experimental result co-relates ambient
pressure, fuel volatility and wall temperature and is reported for the first time in the literature.
Liquid film contact time and drop rebound time shown in Figure 5.12a,b is significantly influ-
enced by the volatility of the fuel at high ambient pressures. Each data point in Figure 5.12a,b is
based on eight different test runs at a specific fuel volatility, and wall temperature, pressure of 350
◦C, 20 bar respectively. At this high pressure and wall temperature, increase in the volume per-
centage of n-heptane decreases the duration of liquid film contact before the drop rebound (Figure
5.12a). High percentage of n-heptane results in faster development of vapor cushion between the
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Figure 5.11 Variation of Inception of film boiling regime for gasoline, n-heptane, n-decane,
and bicomponent fuel mixtures of 25 %, 50 %, and 75 % n-heptane between
pressures 1–20 bar, and wall temperature 35–350 ◦C.
hot wall and the droplet bottom surface. The variation of liquid film contact time is non-linear and
attains constant values above 60 % volume of n-heptane in the bicomponent fuel mixture. Further,
total rebound time of the rebounding droplet increases with the increment in the percentage of
n-heptane as shown in Figure 5.12b. In this article, total rebound time is defined as the duration
between the instant when drop after the liquid film recoil leaves the wall surface, stays above the
hot wall, and again contacts the hot wall surface. This rebounding motion is dominated by the
vapor generation and its flow between the hot wall and the droplet bottom. The total rebound
time attains nearly constant values between 22-25 ms above the 50 % volume fraction of n-heptane.
Both variations shown in Figure 5.12a,b establishes an important role played by the fuel volatility
before and after the inception of film boiling regime at a high ambient pressure of 20 bar.
Figure 5.13 supports the result shown in Figure 5.12b. The centroid of the droplet after the
start of rebound motion is tracked and plotted for 25 %, 50 %, 75 % n-heptane bicomponent fuel
mixtures at pressure and wall temperature of 20 bar and 350 ◦C, respectively. As the pressure and
wall temperature is constant for all the three cases, the result establishes the effect of n-heptane
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Figure 5.12 Variation of liquid film contact time with the percentage of n-heptane in bi-
component mixtures at high pressure of 20 bar and wall temperature of 350
◦C.
concentration on the motion of the rebounding droplet. In Figure 5.13, the rebounding height
reaches 0.6 mm above the wall surface and is approximately 0.4 mm above the droplet with only
25 % heptane. The inception of the rebounding motion (28 ms) is earlier than the fuel drop with
25 % heptane, and the duration of total rebound (15 ms) is the highest for the drop composed of
75 % n-heptane. Thus, fuel volatility significantly influences the inception, total rebound time, and
the liquid contact time at high ambient pressures. Note that fuel composition at 1 bar pressure in
the Weber number range of 27–664 has been established in our previous work [21].
The concentration of n-heptane does not influence the maximum spread of the liquid film on
the wall. After the initial drop impact, the liquid continues to spread on the surface and achieves
maximum extent at some instant after the impact. In Figure 5.14, for n-heptane, 50 %n-heptane,
and n-decane, the maximum spread is three-fold times the initial droplet diameter. However, high
boiling point liquid spreads at a slightly lower rate and the maximum spread is observed at a later
time instant. The recoil motion of the liquid film is depicted as the portion of the curve between
the time when the maximum spread is achieved and the end time on the horizontal axis. The recoil
rate is not significantly influenced by the fuel composition. To understand the effect of ambient
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Figure 5.13 Effect of n-heptane concentration on the movement of rebounding droplet cen-
troid at 20 bar pressure and wall temperature of 350 ◦C. Three bicomponent
fuel mixtures are considered: 25 %, 50%, 75 % n-heptane.
Figure 5.14 Comparison of non-dimensional spread factor (x/D) for n-heptane, 50%n-hep-
tane, and n-decane at wall tempearure of 350 ◦C and pressure 20 bar.
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pressure on the impact sequences of a bicomponent mixture at a lower Weber number, the regime
diagram of 50 % n-heptane 50% n-decane is provided in the supplementary section.
5.5 Conclusions
The effect of ambient pressure on the impact sequences of gasoline and bicomponent mixtures
was presented for an impact Weber number of ∼50. Gasoline drop is found to exhibit three distinct
impact regimes: film evaporation, nucleate boiling, and film boiling. The increase in ambient
pressure shifts the regime to higher wall temperature. Drop rebound is observed at 350 ◦C, but at
20 bar drop shows droplet ejections and does not exhibit the film boiling regime. The maximum
spread of the liquid film is unaffected by the pressure change, however at 20 bar it is achieved later
than at 1, and 10 bar pressure. Contact duration of the liquid film on the wall increases with the
pressure. A regime diagram of a gasoline drop is presented scaling impact sequences with pressure
and wall temperature. The qualitative comparison of gasoline drop with sequences of bicomponent
mixtures of n-heptane and n-decane reveals similarities with 25–50 % heptane bicomponent mixture.
The trend showing the variation of film boiling inception for gasoline, bicomponent mixtures of
n-heptane and n-decane very well correlates with the fuel volatility, ambient pressure and wall
temperature. The non-linear variation of liquid film contact time and rebound time with n-heptane
concentration establishes the influence of fuel volatility on drop dynamics at high ambient pressure.
Maximum liquid film spread and its recoil rate is insignificantly affected by the concentration of the
volatile component. This investigation is first of its kind and the results can be used to numerically
simulate drop wall interactions of gasoline and bicomponent fuel mixtures on a dry heated surface
in the pressure range of 1–20 bar at a Weber number of ∼50.
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK DISCUSSION
In this dissertation, a number of experiments examined the role of multicomponent fuel com-
position on drop behavior in vaporization and wall interactions relevant to combustors. These
investigations targeted identification of the role of individual fuel constituents in two important
phenomena during spray impingement processes: droplet vaporization, and drop-wall impacts on
a dry heated surfaces. In a combustion system, after the fuel is injected, the spray penetrates
through the hot charge and disintegrates into secondary droplets due to aerodynamic resistance,
fuel injection pressure, and turbulent charge motion. These secondary droplets vaporize at a cer-
tain rate to mix with the surrounding air to form an air-fuel mixture. The quality of the air-fuel
mixture determines the combustion efficiency, and consequently the fuel economy. These vaporizing
droplets travel further to eventually impact the hot surfaces of piston, combustion chamber wall
and produce different outcomes. The secondary droplets can impinge to form a liquid film or boil or
rebound/splash depending on the overall prevailing conditions in the combustion chamber. Several
spray-wall studies have established the contribution of liquid film deposition on the HC emissions
in the exhaust. Likewise, splashing would disintegrate secondary droplets into ternary droplets
having higher surface area leading to the formation of the high-quality air-fuel mixture. Therefore,
it is imperative to identify parameters controlling drop-wall impact phenomena. The drop impact
sequences are the result of a complex interaction of fluid dynamics, thermodynamics, momentum,
fuel composition, charge flow, and ambient parameters. The work conducted in this dissertation
provide several key findings on the effect of fuel composition and ambient pressure required to
develop fundamental understanding, and provide validation data for drop-wall and spray-wall im-
pingement models. A summary of these findings and suggestion for future work is discussed in the
following sections.
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6.1 Summary of Work
6.1.1 Multicomponent fuel drop vaporization
An experimental setup was developed to investigate drop vaporization phenomena in a con-
vective air-stream environment, using a crossed fiber suspension system. Drops of ≈ 1000 µm
diameter can be deposited on the intersection of quartz fiber of 50 µm diameter. This system
allows ease of suspension and provides for a near-spherical drop, differing from some alternative
suspension techniques where surface tension effects result in non-spherical liquid drops. Experi-
ments on single, binary, and conventional multicomponent fuel, gasoline and diesel, were carried
out in the air stream temperature range of 100–500 ◦C at 1 bar ambient pressure. The results show
definitive heating duration and steady state vaporiation for single components. For bi-component
and multi-component mixtures, low temperature vaporization can show regions where differential
vaporization dominates, and regions where near-linear d2-vaporization is present at high temper-
ature. Preferential vaporization is observed in binary mixtures having a higher concentration of
n-heptane. Bicomponent fuel mixtures vaporize in three stages due to the volatility differential of
the individual components. The initial stage is due to faster vaporization of the highly volatile
component, and the second stage is a transition period. The inception of the third stage of va-
porization is decided by the percentage of a non-volatile component in the binary mixture. For
bicomponent fuel mixtures having less than 50%v/v volatile component, the final regression rate of
the drop is primarily controlled by the concentration of non-volatile component. The vaporization
characteristics of multicomponent fuels are also examined using commercial gasoline and diesel
blends. Both fuels exhibit non-linear regression with prominent drop heating in diesel. This drop
heating period reduces with increasing air stream temperature and the trend is comparable with
n-dodecane drop heating results. Finally, the solution of an drop vaporization analytical solution is
compared with experimental results of n-heptane at low, moderate, and high stream temperatures.
The comparison indicates a need for developing better drop vaporization models as most of the
existing models have been developed assuming idealistic scenario in their formulation.
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6.1.2 The role of fuel composition on impact with hot walls
An experimental investigation was carried out on studying the effect of volatile component
concentration on the behavior, and transition period of various impact sequences of a fuel drop in
the Weber number range of 27–664 on a heated dry wall at 1 bar ambient pressure. N-heptane and
n-decane were used as high and low volatile components in the experiment. The maximum liquid
film spread increases with the Weber number. Two different regime maps are presented establishing
relationship between the Weber number, percentage of n-heptane, and wall temperatures. These
regimes can be used to develop drop-wall interaction models. A higher percentage of n-heptane at a
moderate Weber number increases the disintegration of a the liquid fuel film into secondary droplets.
The size of the secondary droplets depends on the concentration of n-heptane in a bicomponent
mixture. The variation of Sauter mean diameter with the percentage of n-heptane is presented in
the study. Impact sequences of gasoline and diesel showing the transition of different drop-wall
impact outcomes with wall temperature at 1 bar pressure are revealed in the dissertation.
6.1.3 The role of combustor-relevant pressure on impact with hot walls
A novel test setup is designed to study the effect of ambient pressure, and fuel composition on
the impact sequences of a drop on a heated wall in the range of 21–350 ◦C, and 1–20 bar pressure.
The dependence of impact sequences on the ambient pressure at Weber number of 50 is established
in a regime diagram. Three impact regimes, film evaporation, nucleate boiling, and film boiling
exists in the pressure range of 1–20 bar for single component fuel n-heptane. Increase in the ambient
pressure shifts these regimes to higher wall temperature at elevated ambient pressure. The shift
in the regime is due to the elevation of liquid saturation temperature. The difference between
the wall temperature at which the drop begins to rebound (film boiling regime) and the liquid
saturation temperature at the operating pressure decreases with an increase in ambient pressure.
An analytical solution for the development of vapor between the hot wall surface and the drop
bottom in the pressure range of 1–20 bar is developed and validated using the experimental results
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of n-heptane. The ambient pressure variation does not influence the maximum liquid film spread,
liquid film recoil or spread rate.
After investigating the effect of ambient pressure on a single component fuel n-heptane, we
extended the investigation to bicomponent fuel mixtures and multicomponent fuel gasoline. The
gasoline drop is also found to exhibit three distinct impact regimes: film evaporation, nucleate
boiling, and film boiling in the pressure range of 1–20 bar. The shift in the impact regime is due
to the elevation of ambient pressure was found for gasoline as well as bicomponent fuel mixtures.
The contact duration of gasoline’s liquid film on the wall increases with the pressure. All the
impact sequences of gasoline are mapped with ambient pressure in a regime diagram. At elevated
ambient pressure, the effect of fuel composition on the inception of impact regimes is investigated
using bicomponent mixtures of n-heptane and n-decane. Fuel volatility significantly affects the
inception of film boiling regime even at high ambient pressure. The effect is established by showing
the relation between the duration of the liquid film contact, and drop rebound time with the
concentration of n-heptane. The liquid film contact time increases with the percentage of non-
volatile component, whereas total rebound time decreases at high pressure and wall temperature.
The study on the combined effect of high pressure and fuel volatility is first of its kind and provides
experimental evidence to develop spray–wall impingement models for high-pressure multicomponent
fuel application.
6.2 Future Directions
A few future research objectives are highlighted below, which may be critical in providing de-
tailed data for spray-wall interaction models as these models are further refined. As increasingly
stringent fuel consumption and pollutant production standards are placed on transportation vehi-
cles, models capturing relevant fluid physics or engineering-based parameterization may be essential
for increasing the predictive capability of models in optimizing and refining combustor design.
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1. Establish splashing criteria based on surface roughness, momentum, liquid properties on a
dry heated wall. The criteria to define the transition between different types of drop splashing
does not exist in the current literature and is required to build spray-wall interaction models.
2. Investigate the influence of ambient pressure on the splashing criteria at high ambient pres-
sure. Prior researchers have shown decrease in splashing with reducing ambient pressure,
however no data is available to address the influence of high gas pressure on the splashing
of the droplet. The combustion systems work at high ambient pressure conditions, and drop
splashes on chamber walls. The results of high pressure and splashing investigation will
provide useful data to simulate conditions close to real combustion systems.
3. Investigation should be carried out on identifying different processes other than droplet vapor-
ization, drop-wall interaction during the spray impingement process. Some possible events
can be drop-drop coalescence, multiple drop-wall impacts. The effect of high pressure on
these events should be examined. These study will provide data to develop a holistic spray-
impingement model incorporating the influence of all the events occurring a droplet scale.
4. Study to try new types of additives or application of an external field to increase the rate
of droplet vaporization should be conducted. The additives should be designed to expedite
and control the vaporization rates as required by the application. The existing study in
the dissertation highlights the problem of slower vaporization due to prevailing diffusion
mechanisms, therefore a need is felt to expedite the process of vaporization in a combustive
environment.
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APPENDIX. DISTILLATION CHARACTERSTICS OF GASOLINE AND
DIESEL FUEL
Supplementary material is provided in this section.
Figure A.1 Distillation characteristics of commercial gasoline and diesel fuel used in ex-
periments measured using the ASTM D86 standard.
